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TOWARDS AN ELECTION -72,74,75.
The forthcoming general election is
one of considerable importance for Australians; its outcome will determine the
lifestyle and the nature of govemment in
this country for many years to come. The
issue which the Labor Party has chosen
to fight .the election on Is that of morality within the institution of parliamentary democracy. This is distinct from a
fight to preserve the Australian constitution, the decrees of which neither Sir
John Kerr, nor Malcolm Fraser and Doug
Anthony have broten. Like all documents and laws designed and instigated
by men, the constitution is as subject to
the biases and values of its initiators as
any other; it is not inherently moral, nor
right, nor necessarily relevant in Austra*
Iia in the 1970's. Constitutions are only
as good as they effectively attempt to
give people in a society rights and freedoms. The only type of freedom the
AustraUan Constitution has managed to
effect is economic freedom for a few to
manipulate many.
Sir John Kerr, Malcolm Fraser and
Doug Anthony have, however, committed some serious moral offences against
parliamentary democracy as an institu- '
tion, and against its traditions. Mr Fraser
and Mr Anthony, by blocking the appropriation bills have attempted to usurp
power by encouraging an unrepresentative body of Australians, the Senate, to
delay the budget of a govemment which
is more democratically representative of
Australians, the House of Representatives. Significantly the House of Parliament in which governments are made,
or, at least, until this crisis have always
been in the past.
They have also precipitated a situation whereby any Australian govemment
could possibly have difficulty governing
the country. If hostile senates continue
to reject governments' budgets, governments could well lose their three year tenures of office; national elections could
become very regular events, one or eyen
two a year; perhaps descending to the
circumstances of Italy, which has had at
least one govemment for every year since the Second World War.
Sir John Kerr, has committed the gra-

vest offence against parliamentary democracy. This is not the dissolution of both
houses of Parliament, but the appointment of Mr Fraser, the leader of a party
which was not supported by the majority of people at the last election, to the
post of Prime Minister. Together, the
Governor-General and the Senate, the two
most unrepresentative of parliamentary
bodies have attempted to deny the voice
of the m^'ority of Australians by sacking
an elected Prime Minister, and replacing
him with a man who has not even faced
the electorate as leader of his party, let
alone won a national election. So then
this election will be important in determining the nature of govemment in Australia for some time in the future; whether we are to have democratically-elected governments with three year tenures
of office, or governments appointed by
'bom to rule' egotists in the guise of nonpolitical Governor-Generals.

But what else can we expect from Fracolm Fraser. Mr Fraser plans to cut down
ser? Already it has become apparent that
on Govemment expenditure: What he
there will be direct intervention in the
must mean is a slowdown in the growth
media, particularly the A.B.C. The 'bias'
rate of public expenditure in this coun. in the A.B.C, which looks remarkably
try. Who will suffer? It vrill undoubtedly
like presenting the Labor as well as the
be those who have always been fraught
Liberal viewpoint, may make it necessary
by economic problems, the blacks, the
for the Liberal National parties to appoint
pensioners, the physically disadvantaga moderator to that body. Will it be Frank
ed, the working man and woman, all of
Packer, Warwick Fairfax, or possibly the
whose meagre incomes call for suppleonce errant but recently returned prodiments by govemments through welfare
gal son, Rupert Murdoch. In the minisprogrammes, many of which are in existry of Foreign Affairs, Andrew Peacock
tence and will continue to need greater
already seems to lave approved a takeallocations in future years. Will it be eduover of East Timor by the forces of the
cation and its associated areas? Will it be
extremist Indonesian govemment of
the Arts for which Labor has done so
Suharto. In recent statements in the press,
much? Will it be in areas of health, Medithe caretaker Attorney-General Ivor
bank? Will it be in those departments
Greenwood has delayed the appointment
which are in existence to attempt to reof personnel to the Family Law courts,
distribute national wealth in a more equa move which stands iii stark contrast to
ibIe manner? Fraser has announced he
the initiatives the Labor govemment took
will increase expenditure on defence,
in the fields of social rights.
subsidies to farmers and private enterprise, both directly and through taxation
However, what to me seems the least
Fraser has already started to mislead
relief. If Fraser cuts the rate of income
important issue at the election is whether
the population by his defamatory state-r
tax in view of his proposed increase in exAustralians support the constitution. Neiments about Bill Hayden, arid his unsubpenditure he will have a real economic
ther is it to vote against immorality in
stantiated allegations about the state of
problem. In real money terms bis growth
parliamentary practice; for parliaments
the Australian economy. At least Rex
in
Govemment income will decrease,
and governments are notoriously immorConnor had the decency to wait three
while the growth of expenditure in real
al. T^e important issue at the next eleo- •
years and he was motivated by altruistic
money terms will increase. This would
tion is whether we have a Labor govemintent. It all sounds so like pre-1972*. the
create an even greater budget deficit.
ment, a government which is for the Auslies and distortions of the Menzies era,
That
is, of course, unless he intends to
tralian people; or a Liberal-National govthe govenunent lethargy of 23 years of
cut back on spending in welfare areas. Ifernment whose roots can be found in
incompetent, inefficient, and idealistiche does so, and he must to achieve the .
select and elite groups in this society,
ally-bankrupt administration. Are we agresults
he is proposing, it will not be the
and whose voice only too often is the
ain to be governed by mediocrity, by the
newspaper proprietors, nor the business
voice of the newly euphemistically desiextremely conservative elements in the
men and company executives,'nor the otgnated trans-nationaljcorporattons. Corcommunity lead by a dullard and a snob.
her
middle class people who wil] be worst. We do not need another Joh Bjelke-Petporations whose sole motivation is proaffected. It will again be the poorer sectfit seem an unhealthy grqup to decide
ersen at tiie national level of govemment
ions of the community. A Fraser govemthe future course for Australia and for
in Australia. We do not need more Aus?
ment will never be a govemment which
Australians.
,
/
tralian govemment funds dhrected towcares for the ordinary and disadvantaged
ard defence and its associated areas. Are
Let Us observe a Liberal-National govmembers of Australian society.
we again to spend money killing people
ernment under the 'leadership' of Malas occuned in the Vietnam fiasco ,or '
are we to spend our national resources
An ex-member of the Toorak brant^ of the Young Liberals said on PM
aiding the poor in our society and conon the 18 November, 1975 that he was resigning bei:ause of the total
tributing to the general betterment of
people in disadvantaged countries. On
corruption of the young Liberals. The final note pf corruption was the
Dec 13, do not vote for the selfish poloffer to about 60 or so members of a fuljy paid passage to Canberra to
icies of aii anogant silvertaii, vote Labor
disrupt Gorton's campaign and to attempt to discredit Gorton in any
and ensure that all Australians have a
way. A female member offered her services but was refused on the
fair-go.

grounds that it would be too dangerous;
The ex-member said that all the progressive elenients within the party
had been squashed.

Laurence Gormley

NEWS
WANTED

Orientation Week

Volunteers who want to help freshers in Orientation Week
1976, U's easy to help! People fresh from school have all
the questions and you have all the answers(!?)

Vacancies
STUDENT SENATOR

Remember your first year?
Remember the hassles?

It is envisaged that you will spend one, two, three, four
or five days G^our choice) speaking to individual freshers
who will have many questions and will need a friend.

ALSO WANTED
Orators who would be prepared to address freshers from
.particular facuUies about their faculty or department.
It is planned that 2 or 3 sludents from each faculty will
convene meetings during orientation week. Each will
speak for about 10 minutes, then invite discussion or questions from the first years.

Nominations are invited for the vacant position of Student Senator. This vacancy has been caused by the resignation of Mr William Abrahams and the successful nominee will serve the remainder of Mr Abrahams term (to December 31st, 1977), provided that he/she remains a student ofthis University during that period.
Nominations open on Thursday, 6 November, 1975 and
close at 5.00 p.m. on Tuesday, 25 November. Nominations
forms are available from Union Office. Any student currently enrolledi at the University ofQueensland my nominate.
The position will be filled by the first Ordinary Meeting of the 65th Union Council, commencing at 6.30 pm
on 4 December, 1975. Candidates will be afforded an
opportunity to address members of CouncU before the
appointment is made.

Don't let freshers wallow in their ignorance. Volunteer
for this project.

UNION COUNCIL POSITION

For the time being fil! out this form and leave it at students' union office.

AGRICULTURE REPRESENTATIVE
Name,

v#n.

Address
(For contacting
during vacation).,
Phone No
Course

'ie'*»
...Year

(e.g. 2nd year)
Ust 1975 Subjects (if your course is not fixed)

Nominations open on Thursday 6 November 1975 and
close at 5.00 p.m. on Tuesday 25th November. Nomination forms are available from Union Office. Any student
currently enrolled in the Agriculture Faculty or having a
bona fide intention (such intention to be declared and
signed on paper attached to the nomination form) of
being enrolled in Agriculture in 1976 may nominate.
The position will be fiUed by the first Ordinary Meeting of the 65th Union Council commencing at 6.30 p.m.
on 4 December, 1975. Candidates will be afforded an opportunity to address members of Council before the appointment is made.

Ideas, Suggestions,
Comments, (even
if you don't volunteer)

John CampbeU,
Union Secretary.

SchoneU:

CLASSIC CINEMA
In this article, your Schonell team wishes to thank you
for your patronage tWs year. First, a few words on our
"Suggestion and Request Box" We are veiy pleased to see
0"^ "rst season of Saturday afternoon classic cinema
so many requests received (and so few complaints). Up untU '^^s been an outstanding success and extra programmes for
now, we have endeavoured to reply to each movie reques- 'Ws year have been ordered and they are Queen Christina
(considered by many to be Garbo's finest movie - directed, stating what category it would fit in to. However, it
ted by famous Roubert Manilouan) and Hitchcock's North
appears many people are not reading our replies or our
by
Northwest on 29 November, and then on 6 December,
movie notice board before requesting movies as they
the
Greer Garson and Robert Donat original version of
would find out that we have ilready planned to screen
Goodbye
Mr Chips plus Mario Lanza's Because You're
some of them, and some people are trymg to "pressure us"
Mine
in
Technicolour.
into screening a movie of limited appeal by constantly requesting the same movie.
We feel the time has come to re-evaluate the suggestion
CLASSIC REQUESTS
box so in future what we would like you to do is to request once any movies that you would like to see. We will
We are receiving many requests for a number of movies
not be stating when or how we will be screening it as this made anywhere from 1930 to 1960 but naturally most of
these movies are unobtainable, so please don't waste time
involves two problems: 1. we are unable to estimate a
screening time which may be many months aliead, and 2. by making requests, as we do intend to screen eveiy worthit enables our competitors to screen the movie you want while classic available. We wili be looking forward to obto see before we can. Therefore all requests will be noted taining more prints now that they are gradually becoming
easier to obtain.
and movies will be screened on their merit.

NEW SCREENING POLICY

As from Thursday 11 December, the Schonell will overcome one source of complaint by opening all movies on a
Thursday night and each programme will screen up lo one
week (excluding Sunday). As students are off campus, for
December, January and February, Sunday night Contemporary cinema, Late Shows and mid week Matinees will be
suspsnded till next semester. Don't worry if you are off
campus and miss out on some of our great December February movies like, Jane Pittman, The Towering Inferno,
repeats of Chinatown, Murder on the Orient Express,
Monty Python & the Holy Grail, Picnic at Hanging Rock,
The Great Waldo Pepper, Shampoo, French Connection II,
as they will all be repeated as part of our great new matinee
line-up commencing in March.

Ron Wakenshaw

LICENCED CLUB

SEMPER

The Sports Association will be providing this
recreation facility just behind the Schonell
Theatre - in fact, it has already begun!!
Unless the wilful and costly vandalism to Uni
poo! property (occurring after the area is closed for the evening ceases.
Stringent security precautions will be
enforced to keep trespassers out of the
pool grounds after closing.
NOTE:
Gases of slashed pump pipes, broken equipment, broken
bottles in and around the pool, broken windows, etc.,
have occuned so far this year.

GOES ON AIR

dec 1
Buy your F.M. gear from
STEREO FM S O U N D - 288 Adelaide St.

In 1975 we got by with a littte help from our
friends -- thanks to all who assisted in any way.
Congratulations to next year's editors -r Jane
Camens, Julianne Schultz: Best of Luck.
y*»v lA\ynU' '-^»^*>-*0
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I oppose the evils of homosexuality,so(domy4BW IN ACTION

"I am the daughter of a methodist minister and I
decided to run for the position of director because I
think the radio station needs a conservative element. I
had heard initially it was a plot by communists to corruptsociety. I stand for the virtues of purity, chastity
and conservatism. I stand against homosexuality, sodamy, bestiality and similar evils, all of which threaten
to destroy our society."
I sat stunned only vaguely registering the comment
made by a friend. "Imagine only charging two dollars
to sec this performance." I nodded, thinking for a minute I had wandered into a performance for the theatre
of the absurd.
Unfortunately this scene was for real. The setting
was the general meeting of 4BW the proposed Brisbane
Women's Radio station. Originally 4BW had been conceived of as a means of providing an alternative view
of both women and feminists to the restrictive and oppressive stereotypes that pervade our media. Somewhere
along the way the original aims got lost.
Thanks to the effort of Angel Rendle Short, the
League of Rights, Right to Life and many other reactionary groups, the proposed aims have now become
1) to uphold the sanctity of the nuclear family, 2) to
provide wholesome entertainment for the kiddies, 3) to
decry such perversions as homosexuality.
So much for an alternative image!
Since its inception the proposed radio station has
witnessed the most amazing faction fighting among
rightist and extremist reactionary groups. Opposed to
its existence from the beginning, Rendle-Short has
done lier best to stack the meetings with hundreds of

church ladies all mouthing the rhetoric that the radio
station was an International, Communist, Marxist, Lesbian Hot to destroy the foundations of our society.
The smear campaign which followed resulted in the
two nuns on the interim committee being accused of
being communist plants and Pregnancy Help - an
offshoot of Right to Life was accused of being a front
for Abortion Referral. Rendle Short aptly described as
a pathological Christian will not rest untU the evil influence of 4BW is countered.
Last Saturday, November 8, there.was a meeting to
elect the eleven directors of 4BW. The meeting was attended by over four hundred women with thefivemen
- the solicitors and electoral officers being conspicuous
by their paternalism.
The eleven positions were contested by about 4O0
candidates. With few exceptions the opemng line of
their policy ran: 'I have been happily married to a Methodist minister for x number- of years and have x number of kids. Feminist theorists have always maintained
that women only see themselves in terms of other people. Usually in the role of Joe Blogg's wife or Joe
Blogg's mother never as a human being in their own
right. Here was living proof.
The Christian ethic was preached at some length,
ironically tolerance being pushed as the main virtue.
The only qualification for being director seemed to be
being married with kids, and espousing their Christianity, even if never practicing it.
Forty speeches later, I crawled away into a hole and
let life in Queensland go on.
Anne Draper

ACADEMIC STAFFING
—cause for concern
2. Departments in which positions of senior tutor and
The staffing policy for 1976 voted in by the professorial board reveals a lack of insight and a remoteness from above may be suprressed during 1976 as vacancies occur.
the needs of the University - both staff and students. As
a result of the depressed state of the economy the AustraChemistry
lian University Commission (the body responsible for finEconomics
ancing Universities) announced funding for fewer students
Engineering, Mining and Metallurgical
and staff in 1976.
External Studies
Geology & Mineralogy
How has the University responded? The most signifiPhysics
cant categories of the staffing policy are
1. Suppressions
3. New positions essential for maintenance of the
Department
work of departments.
Position
- The most significant factor in this is the creation of
Agriculture
five temporary positions.
Reader (as from
2.4.76)
An examination of the above three areas points to sevArchitecture
Lecturer
eral weaknesses. Firstly the lugh number of tutorships in2 Tutors Group 4
volved, as well as temporary lecturers. Tutors and tempoChemistry
rary lecturers have always faced difficulty with tenure.
2 Lecturers
Economics
They have no job security or prospects of continuity and
Tutor Group 4
Engineeringhence are vuhierable to the whims of the University. It is
Mechanical
also significant that it is at the level of tutor that a lot of
Senior Tutor
English
the groundwork is done. The predominance of tutors in
Tutor Group 4
External Studies
List A would seem to indicate that the easiest solution to
5 Tutors Group 4
Geography
the problem was to sack those people most vulnerable irTutor Group 3
respective of the needs of departments or students.
Tutor Group 4
Geology 8t Mineralogy
Lecturer
Government'
Basic to the whole problem has been the imbalance beSenior Tutor
Physics
tween departments as a result of mismanagement by the
Tutor Group 2
admuiistration in past years. Lack of planning has resulted in numbers of students and staff increasing at dispro-

Feminist
Bookshop
and Social Shop
Come in 4iave a chat,a cup of tea
or talk over probelms
Open Mon-Fri 11 am-4pm
Sat9am-lp m

68 Wynnum Rd.
Norman Park
Tel: 399 3780

portionatc rates and a general imbalance throughout the
university.
The continuance of this general imbalance becomes
evident when examining the proposals. It is interesting
to note that three departments, Physics, Economics and
External Studies are the hardest hit by the new proposals. The case of External Studies is particularly relevant.
Extemal Studies has lostfivetutorships and three lectureships (notably temporary lectureships). Extemal Studies is a department with tremendous potential parficularly in the light of its closeness to the concept of the open university. A concept that the University purports to
uphold. A sizeable proportion of the entire staff have not
been reappointed. There appears to be no rationalisation
for the failure to reappoint thefivetutors and temporary
lecturers other than their vulnerability.
Another problem of imbalance arises from the practice
of the Australian University Commission of allocating
funds to Universities in separate packages - equipment,
research, general recurrent grants etc. This same dWision
of funds occurs at the level of departments and there is
no- flexibility m swappuig from fund to fund, and forsaking one area in preference to another. For exan^ple,
cutting down on equipment in order to employ more
staff.
In thefinalanalysis the new policy directives are only
stop-gap, short tenn solutions which will do little to solve ^ e basic problems of this university.
Anne Draper

WOMEN'S DANCE
Nov 29
ALL WOMEN BAND
8 PM UNI OF OLD REFECTORY
ADMISSION 2 DOLLARS FIFTY
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT DOOR
+ ACTIVITIES AND UNION AGENCY

sampar (lorut

S

Sylvia da Costa-Roqiie

IT'S A GREAT WEAPON
They're unkempt, uncouth and uncati]^
and they're dealing a blow straight at the solar plexus of the femlntst movement
Howling she-wolves of women. Frightening shrieking harridans and foul-mouthed daughters of hell to iwot.
They're the militant feminists in our midst and they think they're doing the rest of
their sex a favour.
I'm as l<een on equal pay and opportunity
as the next woman, but I don't want to be included with a band ot women who make fishwives look like gentlewomen by comparison.
There's talk of a backlash against the feminist movement. And there is, but only against this minority which seems to be bent on
destroying all the good the majority have managed to do.
A few women seem to be trying to relay
the message, by their behaviour, that women
don't Just wijnt to be liberated, but de-sexed
as weli.
^
What they hope to achieve by scrawling
obscenities over the fronts of buildings or hurling venom at someone who dares to have a
different viewpoint is hard to understand.
Sympathy and understanding Is what the
feminist movement needs today. And the
workers are quietly getting things done.
The worid (or women today isa damned sight better than It's ever been, and the
silent majority of feminists are to be congratulated for this.
But there's stili a long way to go before
the battle Is won and to be applauded by women who maKo the witches In "Macbeth"
look like angels Is something the movement
needs like a hole in the head.
They seem to be so angry at being women which ts sad. Call them women and they
are likely to abuse you for being sexist.
Come out with anything that smacks of
attracting the opposite sex and it'll be howled down.
It mightn't be so bad If they looked all
right but they seem to work as hard at looking ugly as the rest of us do at making ourselves beautiful.
And the damage they're doing to the
cause is unbelievable.
While the middle of the road feminists are
treading softly on such f iash-point issues as
abortion and saying it's only to be used as a
last resorti their sisters are saying that the abortion Issue and the control over their bodies
is at the heart of the matter.
They don't want equality. They want to
take over. And It's almost as If they want to
get rid of sex as weli — or at least the difference between the two.

Being a woman Is tha biggest cross they
have to bear. Male admiration is something
they sea as an Insult. And they make darned
surethey don't get it.
They look dirty, even if they're not. Their
hair looks unwashed and uncombed, almost
as II on purpose.
Thsy sneer at a welt-groomed woman and
accuse her of having fallen prey to the social
pressures that dictate that she dresses for
male appeal.
Femininity it a word thay abhor. A fernIntna woman is a woman to be looked down
on. To tread on If at all possible.
She's letting the side down. She's got to
be masculine. To forget her feminine attributes Forget that sha was born to have babies.
In fact some Jezebels who are calling themselves feminists could cause an enormous Imbalance In the world If their call was taken up.
Women being brought up from birth to
be boys. No more pretty dresses, dolls or perfumes. All oil, dirt and dungaree.
It's to be assumed that men are happy enough with their sex to want to stay with It
and not ape the females.
The only people who'll be able to see something good In the trend will be the Zero
Population Growth activists.

These are women who despise feminine
attributes of any kind.
Tell any of them that their most valuable
contribution to society would be to build into
Its fabric something of their sex's balancing
gentleness, its concern for people above all
things. Its repugnance for the mechanical, and
they'd accuse you being duped by male chauvinists.
What's needed is for another strong segment of the feminist movement to emerge
and to push for tha retention of femininity
as woman's greatest weapon. Men dont
wanl to stop being men.
Men and women aren't the same, biologically, at least. They're two different animals
made to complement each other.
in their push for ail-out equality, with the
t>atcd male, tttey're taking away from woman
her freedom and har choice.
They've also forgotten that being a woman is no bar to getting to the top.
The fact that she wears make-up, perfume,
has her hair done regularly and spends money
on clothes Isn't going to hold her back.
It's her brain that matters, not her looks,
or what sort of legs she's got.
The women's liberation movement started with women burning their bras.

The reason behind It was that women were
supposed to be supporting themselves with
those handy little pieces of attire not for the
benefit o( their bodies, but for tha purposes
of attracting men.
Women know very well what happens if
they burn their bras too often. Their figures
go to pack and who worries about that most?
The owners of the bodies of course.
Not because men won't look at them any
more, it's because they've got to loo)< at
themselves and they mightn't like what they
see.
Most women dress for their own satisfaction. They go to the hairdresser because their
hair looks a mess when thay look in the mirror, not because some guy has a heart attack
when he sees them.
U's pride that makes women take trouble
with their appearance. It's for their own selftsteem.
It might have happened in the old days
when a woman was male fodder and she had
. to look good before she got her supper.
But If a woman uses deodorant these days
It's not because she wants to catch her man.
It's because she doesn't want to knock out the
first person who comes near her.
So what if the magazines carry ads for gildthe-lily type lotions and creams.
They're carrying the same advertisements
for men those days, urging them to smell nice
and look great for their women.
Queensland's Boss of the Year Is a woman
— Marie Watson Blake.
She.wasn't chosen because she was a woman and It was International Women's Year. She
was chosen because she was a good boss.
She's an equal to anyone In the business
world. She also uses every beauty aid she can
lay her hands on and pampers and pretties
herself up.
It's for her customers' benefit, but mainly
for hersejf.
She doesn't want to look like a man,
swear like a man, or do anything like a man.
She likes being a woman, thank you very
much and says not even a splash of perfume
or a curl of the hair can stop a woman getting
to the top If sho wants to.
Women might want to be liberated, but
not from their bodies and this is something
those fierce, strident feminists should think
about beforo thoy take up their cudgels on
our behalf aqaln.

The Sunday Mail

IT PUTS A BUN IN YOUR OVEN
They're pretty, pregnant, pubUcly passive, unpaid pill-poppers, and they're deaUng a blow straight to the solar plexus of the human rights movement.
Howling indoor she-wolves ofwomen. Frightening,
shrieking hanidans and foul-mouthed daughters of hell
who never let up screaming at tlie kids, popping pills and
powders, and drinking any fluid that's politically to the
left of altar wine.
They're the miserable mouse-wives in our midst and
they've been conditioned into thinking their role is one
of duty to the husbands and children of the species.
I'm as keen on doing your own thing as the next woman, but 1 don't want to be included witli a band ofwomen who make plantation slaves look like company directors by comparison.
There's talk of a back-lash against the mouse-wife
movement. And there is, but only against this minority
which seems to be bent on destroying all the good the
majority have managed to do.
A few women seem to be trying to relay the message,
by their behaviour, that women just don't want to be
subjugated, but made into sex objects as well.
What they hope to achieve by wasliitig, cooking, cleaning, holding their tongues and providing sex on demand,
is hard to understand.
Sympathy and understandhig is what the mouse-wife
movement needs today. And the workers arc quietly getting tilings done.
. The world for women today is a darned sight better

^

Baker of seven buns

than it's ever been, and the vocal minority of feminists
are to be congratulated for tliis.
But there's still a long way to go before the battle is
won, and to be ignored by women who make the rafia
doormats at Cosmopolitan look like the mink toilet seat
covers at Playboy, is something the movement needs like
a hole in the head.
They seem to be unhappy about being mouse-wives
which is sad. But call them mouse-wives and they're likely to nod gratefully because you've recognised them at
all.
Come out with anything that smacks of attracting the
opposite sex and they giggle and flutter their artificial eyelashes.
It mightn't be so bad if they looked intelligent, but
they seem to work as hard at looking dumb and feminine as the rest of us do at trying to leam new things to
improve ourselves, and through usrsociety.
And the damage they're doing to the cause is unbelievable.
Being born woman is the happiest stroke of fate they'll •
ever know. Male admiration is something they see as imperative. Arid they make darned sure they get it.
They look clean, even if they're not. Their hair looks
penned and lacquered, almost as if by accident.
They whisper and snigger about women dressed in functional, inexpensive clotiung, and accuse them of ignoring social pressures by dressing for comforl ratiier than
male appeal. .
Eqiialiiy is a word they fear and a feniinist is a wom-

an to be feared. She's letting (he side down. She's got to
use "masculine" methods to overcome centuries of inequality. She has to forget her "feminine" attributes to stop
oppression. Forget that slie was "bom to have babies."
In fact, some naive, sheltered women who are calling
themselves mouse-wives could cause enormous overpopulation problems in the world if tiieir passive acceptance
of the status quo is not overcome.
The mouse-wives movement started with men locking
their wives into chastity belts.
The reason beliind it was that women were simply property - and men go to extreme lengtlis to "protect" property.
It might have happened in the old days that a woman
was male fodder and she had to look.good before she got
her supper. She still does - unless she gets her own supper.
If a woman doesn't use deodorant these days it's because (a) she wants to avoid rashes and blocked pores (b)
she doesn't find her body repulsive (c) she doesn't want
to support the cosmetic industry and (d) she is ecologically conscious that most of the plants and animals providing ingredients like perfume oil are already threatened
species.
Women might not want to be subjected by their bodies,
and this is sometiiing these passive, pregnant mouse-wives should think about next time they lie down in tiieir
master's bed - or at liis feet.
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WHEELWRIGHT:
THERE IS NO ECONOMIC PBOBLEM
WHICH IS NOT A POLITICAL PROBLEM
POLITICAL ECONOMY STRUGGLE

Nikita: Orthodox economics has been
accused of bein^ an apology for the status quo, algebraic analysis and irrelevant.
Basically, orthodox economics divorces
theory trom practice. How has this divorce come about?
Wheelwright: I think the important thing
to say about orthodox economics is it
empties out the political and social content. You even have to go back to the
beginning of orthodox economics, it
was invented to empty out the political content and the power content of
a time when feudalism was breaking
down and capitalism coming in and
that was sort of an authoritarian economic system, so they rationalized the
one that was developing and pretend.ed that it elided the problem of power
with the market and a lot of smal! units. So that's really the basic fundamental thing behind the whole business,
now it didn't take very long that system didn't last very long and you're
back into a situation where there is
no economic problem which is not a
political problem. That is the essence
of it and hence if you still teach things
which assume that the market somehow
or other allocates resources and distributes income in some way and you genuflcck every time you say 'obey ye the
market'! You are taking politics out of
it saying that the status quo is the best
of all possible worlds and you are deluding people about the real nature of society; that is the major charge and I think
this is a criminal thing as far as students
are concerned because it is deliberately
misleading them about the nature of the
world.
Mike (py. How did your course in
Polhical Economy come mto being and
what does it contain? .
W.: Our course that we have developed has come out of a great deal of dissatisfaction with the orthodox course, it
has come out of a loose coalition of members of staff and students who recognize that there is a crisis in the social
sciences and in economics in particular,
that they are not sure where the subject
is going and that what we should do is
to say to students there is this crisis and
that there are three ways that have developed of looking at economic phenomena and that we should teach you all
of these in a critical sort of fashion and
in a sense you can make up your own
minds which of these is more suitable
and we have said the students need to
know neo-classical economics and they
do not need to know it in the great boring detail that its taught in the orthodox
courses, that's one way of looking at
economic phenomena, the other way is
the historical institutional way that we
should acquaint them with and we should acquaint them with the other alternative way which is Marxian economics.
So that we should say that there are 3
ways, theoretical ways of looking at economic phenomena. Lets see how they
originated, what they say and then let
us look at the problems that these
things are suppose to deal with because
economic theory isn't an end in itself, it
is suppose to explain the real world to
us and say what causes of action we should take to build a better world. So we
then say - Let's take each of these things and look'at the major problems in
the world that there arc today, such as
inequality, such as imperialism, such as .
pollution and environment and distribution of incomes and see wliich of these theoretical analyses explains the real
world much more clearly to us. That's
really what we're doing, isn't it Michael.
Would you Uke to add to that at all.
Michael (B): Yes, the emphasis that
we've developed at Sydney university is
that it's not good forcing on students
only 1 approach as Ted said and wcgo
back tofilehistorical roots of economics, back to the classical analysis and we
go back to*Marx's analysis of capitalism
and we also develop modern streams of
economics and wc bring them altogether
so that the contrasting of all these diffc-
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rent streams can help the students seek
out the critical analysis of contemporary
capitalism from the analysis which is really a smokescreen and doesn't show the
political and social dimension involved
in any economic analysis.
Mike (D): Yes, I think its fair to say
that the existine course doesn't even
acknowledgie there are alternative theories, let alone leave you in a situation
to defend any of them well enou^;'not
even the capitalist system.
W: It'sjust interesting on that point
You know they tell me that in one of
those innumerable other editions of
Samuclsons, 'Economics' one of the latest ones he has some statement in it
to the effect that all students should be
acquainted with Marxian economics and
its a scandal that they're not. I haven't
seen this but I've been told this,
Michael (B): Yes, just to add to that,
apparently Paul Samuelson said a few
years ago that Marx is only a minor post
Ricardian economist and apparently
now that the movement for looking at
Marx's analysis is developed so widely
in America he is trying to retract that
as quickly as he can and apparently he
regrets having said that which shows
the force of the growing interest in political economy.
W: Another point is there has been
a terrific resurgence of Marxian economics in Europe and a number of us correspond with a few people there and its
perfectly clear we are-gettmg to the situation where if an Australian student
who is a graduate of Economics goes
over to the continent to study the subject, he'll be regarded as a complete ignoramous if he doesn't know Marxian
economics.

Nikita: What part do you see students playing in bringing about changes
in the course structure and is this consistent with overseas experience such
as in Malaysia, Argentina, Chile, America and West Germany?
W: Well are we talking about students
in society or students in courses or both.
If we concentrate on immediate things
students in changing things at the University if that's what you mean in our case,
its been absolutely crucial and Michael
will tell you about that. I would say that
we would never have got anywhere at all
if it hadn't been for a significant number
of students who organized and came together with a small number of members
of staff. I think both of them were necessary but I think that the student element absolutely crucial.
If you're talking on a wider scale about students changing society, I think
that's going on before your very eyes,
especially in non Anglo-Saxon countries
perhaps the tradition has always been
like that. If you go back, I spent ,a lot
of time in South America, their chaises in the way students can influence universities go back to 1920, something
like that, its partly because of the very
different kinds of societies but students
in universities have always been very political and South East Asia of course, Thailand, and what's going on ui Malaysia
now, 1 think students are very important politically and socially. And there
is one point I could just make before
Michael to comment on that and that
is that the demography in Australia,
you see, over Vt population of Australia
is under age of 30 and there is developing a tremendous generation gap, in all

institutions as far as I can make out in
society where: I was talking to somebody
in the school system of NSW recently
and they were telling me that you have
got a situation really where the vast majority of teachers are young teachers, say
in their mid 20s with 3 or 4 years experience and then there's nothuig till you
get the headmaster who's about 55 who
has been brought up in the authoritarian
sort of school and there's no communication between them, there is no way in
which that person helps the young person with his experience at all there is no
way in which he is gouig to change his
ways and learn from the young ones.
Now we got that inside the University,
the Uni of Sydney we've got a scandalous situation where about the top 5 or .
6 power positions are ih the hands of
reactionary shithead s who can't even
communicate with younger members of
staff let alone the students. And I think
that this goes right tiu'ough our society,
and 1 think Australia is m for a change
when you get those shitheads pensioned
off.
Michael (B): Yes, well to take up the
point Ted was making about specific
changes in courses, the movement for
political economy started off very much
as a student movement and when the
thing really exploded m 1973 h. was
the students wno got toaether firstly
without staff being involved or only
marginally involved and organized meeting after meeting after meeting and confronted the professors time after time
after time and the point of this when
you have students organizaing it the people in power, the professors, can't discredit the staff and say its the ratbag
element in the staff who are manipulating the students. If you get students
who are taking the lead in any sort of
change for courses, the staff can no longer rely oft the old argument that it's
just the few manipulative staff. You get
a lot of students activating against courses, gradually what you get will happen
is that those staff that support you realize that they can come out without bemg discredited by the professors so that
the students and staff must work together. And I think the students here must
realize that they can't sit back and say
'look we've got to wait for the staff to
move' - they've got to realize that this
is an important role for students to play
in course changes.
Nikita: Yes, it'sjust that you always
sort of come against the old arguments
•they're only students they don't know
what is really best for them, because
they haven't had a firm grounduig in
traditional economics, so how is it that
they can criticize it so easily'.
W: It's important that you refute
this argument; patients of the world
ought to unite because of what the doctors are doing to them, it's the same sort
of thing. The very word 'student' is a
very ambiguous thing; a high school student, is somebody from about 14 to a
post-graduate student 25 • 28 who is a.
•grown man and the more mature age students you get the better, so you are not
talking in the context of the primary
school and even that doesn't apply anymore either, e.g. the whole frame of reference has shifted, you're talking about
people who if they're outside in business,
would be doing responsible jobs, (driving,
expensive machinery and so on) and they
are intelligent people, they are supposed
to be the most intelligent people in the
community, so its nonsense to say "look
I sit up there and I know the bloody truth and you sit down there and you open
your bloody mouth and suck it in." That
is just an incredibly old fashioned educational sy;stem. It's like the way the army
was designed, when you had all those
dreadful rules and instructions because
the people were illiterate. It's the same
kuid of psychology and philosophy. The
m^'or function of the university is to
make us understand the world and educate us and if we don't like it, then there
is something wrong with it and you've got
tp change it. .

Michael B: Just to add to that, I could
quite genuinely say that as far as economics IS concemed I've learned more out of
the struggle for new courses than I would
ever have learnt by beiijg just a passive
student, sitting throujgh economics lectures, because what we did is students got
together with staff and drew up our own
courses, the professors put forward the
arguments that you're putting to me saymg the students don't know what they're
talkmg about and we had to answer this '
charge. So we got together with some of
the staff, we drew up our own counes
and we presented the professors with
them. They were suprised that they
would be confronted in this way with alternative courses. The point I'm emphasizing IS that the very process of drawing
up courses is a leaming process.
W: You have to get away from this
passive sort of thing especially with the
quahty of the students that we are gettmg in this particular course in the 1st
year. Just to iUustrate what Michael is
talkuig about one system that we have
IS to change the tutorials system so that
in the 1 st. V4 of the year tutorials dealing
with lectures but the 2nd V4 they deal
with a specific topic the students chose
that they were interested in; now I ran
the multi-national corporation one. The
1st time we got on to this I said "Well
what do you want to study about multinational corporations" - Well they came
in with a list of about 1 dozen topics
straight off the cuff that I simply wrote
down, added a few of my own, stuffed
them about and drew up a reading list.
Now those were the things that they wanted to study and it just took off like a
rocket.
Michael B; Yeah, this goes further,
there's so many dimensions opened up
once you start challenguig the whole idea of passive student, active lecturer, becasue in the political economy courses
you have big groups of students doing
projects together and it gets away from
this whole idea that you should be sitting
in a room by yourself writing an essay.
You get a lot of students together organizing projects to analyse the society and
it has tremendous potential.
W: You have the beginning of a collective academic work effort which you
nave to do to kill this elitist one which
is ruining the discipline. Even in our tutorials we take the view that if we get one
. student who reads the latest book and
summarizes it for the group then he
shares his knowledge with the group
instead of saying 'I've read this and you
aren't getting it because you will get
marks in the exam and Iwon't.' You
see this is one of the things we have to
knock. Seems to me that people do learn far more quickly, you can if you go
out of your way teach the essence of
things and people will be able to teach
themselves more quickly than the orthodox system images that you can. You
can redly teach the guts of-neo-classical
economics m 18 months, no trouble at •
all. They've got this old fashioned sequential knowledge thing, that its all linear that you have to have micro then you
have to have macro and then you can
learn something about the real world. I
don't a ^ e . -Ihe best leaming technique
I know IS that it's a sort of scatter business - you scatter a whole series of things
you study about and then all of a sudden
it comes together in a critical mass and
then there's an explosion. But that Imear
stuff is as out of date as Newtonian physics.
Mike (D): Yes, it's deadly isn't it?
We've had confrontations last year and
lecturers say to us ^I can't understand
why students are not motivated' and
wreTI say that we can't relate to the cour'" '*- ''rrelevant, *"'- '•--'•"• "•" ^-"-f"»'"
nowhere
jvhy you'L
just a continuous circle.
W: I would guess most of the people
who want to study economics, apart from
the job ticket thuig want to understand
what makes the worid tick. That's why
they do it and they come and they toboggin up and down those indifference
curves and that's no use. When we started off the political economy course the
opposition had to change it's tack, so
they started off with the History of Economic Thought lectures which I was delighted with. We started bang right with
the world depression that we're in right
now and within'the changing balance of
power between the 3rd world and the developed world and the multi-national
corporations - now that's the world we
live in, so you must teach some history
but you teach it backwards, you say
this is the situation now how did it get
like that, not what Adam Smith said in
1776, that's not the way to start with
Ist years.
Mike D: We'll just get some details
from you on the sihiation in Sydney.
Now political economy is offered in a
continuous 3 year pattern, 1st, 2nd
and 3rd year - is it?
Michael B: No, the situation in Sydney is that we finally achieved a 1st year
course in political economy, a second

year course in political economy and we
are struggling very very hard to get a 3rd
year and eventually a 4th year course,
but those last 2 are a struggle and we certainly haven't got them yet and in fact,
at the moment, it seems as though the
vice-chancellor and the professors of economics are going to try to stop the 3rd
and 4th year courses coming in but they
are going to have a terrific struggle against It because we've aheady got a 1st year
group that are coming through and next
year that's going into 2nd year and they
have got terrific support; we got 420 in
1 st and 2nd year as these numbers move
through the system it's going to be very
difficult for the Vice ChanceUor and the
Professors to stop a 3rd and 4th year
course.

Mdte D: There's very little they can
do if the students support is there, if
diey just say we dotft vwint to hear that...
Michael B: Voting with their feet
that's what they're doing.
W: The students are the troops, there
is no doubt about that, that's the only
reason the university gets money, that's
the only reason the staff get paid, you
lose the students the whole thing collapses. And this is where the power is. If only the students just realized that, you
know.
Michael B: And you've got to remember that we have these numbers this year
again at great odds, there are many little
details that we're working against us, such
as people - 1 think it was the head of the
accounting department and a couple of
the other departments saying "we won't
have political economy students taking
their courses, 1st they said that then they
retracted and they strongly advised students against taking these courses. Now
when you've got these odds and you get
that number of students sitting in the
courses and taking the courses its a terrific vote for political economy.
Mike D: Well move on to discrimination that has been suffered by both smdents and academics. Perhaps Ted as one
of the main sufferers, could tell us some
of the latest developments on the chair
position.
Well, there aren't any, I don't think.
Nobody knows whether Mills has accepted the chair or not. Rather those people
who know are not telling anybody. That's
the latest situation. We do not knovy
whether he has accepted the chair or not.
I haven't heard a word. The previous 5
occasions I applied for the chah- I've had
a little note saying you've had it, but I
haven't had a note this time. Whether
that's significant or not whether they've
just forgotten, I would not put any stress
on that at all
Michael B: Sorry Ted, a note saying?
W: A note saying your application
has been unsuccessful - you see its the
normal procedure is when they decide
a certain person is offered a chair, then
they write to him and then he has to accept it or not, or he may want to negotiate about something, then he has a medical examination and all that sort of thing.
And only when that he's accepted it and
it's all signed, sealed and delivered do
they then say that you have been unsuccessful. Officially there is just no information at all. 1 have nothing against Mills
personally, it's the conservative nature
of the umversity and the selection committee this is the important thing to say.
Again you've got a dozen people who
come from the apex of the estabUshment
of a hierarchy and you get and coUection
of people who are professors in social
sciences. Now if they are all extremely
conservative, to use no more unpolite
word than that, you will not get any radical professor there. In Sydney particularly I don't think you could say there has
been a radical professor in the Social Sciences. In the whole 23 years I've been
there. I remember when Ken Buckley
and I were discussing this on ^Lateline'
we said there wasn't to our knowledge
a professor economics in the whole of
Austraha who was a devout socialist.
Geoffrey Harcourt was very hurt
and wrote saying that there was one and
it was he.
It's very hard to think of people. Especially in Sydney, I don't know what It's
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like here but if you categorize the social
sciences, things like economics and poUtical sciences and govemment and sociol-'
ogy and history and anthropology and
things like that, you just have to go through the professors in our place, you
couldn't say they were very forward thinking at all. I don't know what its like
in yours. And these are the ones which
are broadly speaking, the political sciences, these are the crucial ones.
Michael B: Can I just come in on that
and give you the concrete details, of the
discrimination against staff. Now 5 years
ago there's the famous case of 2 tutors
being sacked because they supported
moves towards changing the courses. Last
year notice was given to two tutors, one
would be sacked immediately, that was
Paul Roberts and one would be going
at the end of this year. That's two more!
We have at the beginning of this year 9
members of staff who support political
economy, one of those stood for tenure,
he's a lecturer at the moment he was going for his tenure, what he's been told is
that he is unlikely to get his tenure,
which means he'll be getting kicked out
at the end of next year. 2 members of
staff who are political economists stood
for promotion. These were lecturers, neither of those got promotion whereas
other staff who didn't support political
economy did get the promotion and there
is little evidence to show that the others are any better and there's a lot of evi,dence to show that these two are more
qualified than in many ways than the other members who got the promotion.
Then of course there is the case of Ted
who stood for the chair more times than
1 care to count who has been at the Uni
I think since 1952 and this is another
clear case of discrimination. If you add
up all those together you can see that
there is a war of numbers, to wear down
the numbers in the political economy
staff so that you just don't have people
teaching the courses, despite the fact
that this year we've got over 400 students taking the courses.
Mike D: Could you give us your analysis of the various bucfeets that we've
heard -- we've got Hayden's budget
which is in lunbo and we got the oppositions budget which is vaguely mentioned in the press, occasionally. I'm wonderuig if you could give us your views on'
them and perhaps suggest what your budget strat^y would have been.
W; Unfair questions aren't they? 1
don't really know anything about the
Liberal party.
^
Mike D: Only that it doesn't add up.
W: I think I can only say some of the
things I was saying before Hayden's budget which were to try to make them see
more sense. 1 thought that the Labor
Party had defuiitely moved to the right
in terms of their budget techniques and
tactics and lost their basic Keynesian
thinking and fallen for the pressure to
cut public spending.
Mike D: Do you think they got sucked iahy the press?
W: Well all Labor Govemments tend
to move right have they have been ui office for a while, this is historical. The Labor government did come in power at a
time most unfortunately, of greatest recession since the 1930's. They are gettuig
bad advice from the Treasury, and the
reason they are getting bad advice from
the Treasury is partly because of the lousy
teaching ui economics. It's important to
relate these things. The universities have
chumed out economists who because of
they're been brought up on out of date

thinkuig cannot properly interpret the
worid. They have been thinking in terms
of a short, sharp shock and then the situation will retum to normal. It depends
upon your analysis of the worid situation. If, it is as I suggestil is the end of
the post-war boom, especially in Australia when it has built up it's industrial cap
acity, all this business restoring confidence isn't going to work. It goes much deeper than that. Apart from that if you got
a situation as we had and I do not thmk
we have changed much from that,
where the private sector was not growing internally or the rural sector isn't
gorwing and the only sector that is growing is the public sector and yet you cut
that sector and you cut back spending
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on unemployment relief and thiiigs that
will give unemployment — what do you
expect other than unemployment to uicrease: I was saying at the time that unemployment would be near Vi million by
the end of next year and I really can't .
see anything to alter the fact, something
like 350,000 now isn't it? '
Mike D: Yes it's something like that
and there's the school leavers to come.
W: I can't see that a Labour Govemment is going to do anything at all by
unemployment because the working class
??????????????
Certainly that was going on at the time
of the Bass Elections in Tasmania. The
workers were saying "Why should we reduce our union power and why should
we agree to indexation of wages when
you're putting up prices (beer, smokes,
petrol etc) and you're making it harder
to get jobs." 1 can see no reason to have
a Labor govemment if it can't cooperate with the Trade Union Movement.
Otherwise you might as well have a Tory
government. Now I think that Fraser has
done the Labor Party a great service he's unifying it. The Labor Party made
no attempt to deal with the Trade Union movement by going into trade union
bashing of a certain variety and this was
self destructing. I think Fraser has made
a dreadful mistake, he has over-reached
himself and he has now served to unite
the Labor party so that the Unions are
not pressed and it's given them a much'
greater chance of survival than than they
had before. That's my analysis.
Mike D: Have you stehted Johnson's
article where he claimeJ that the Unions
are the worst thing happenmg to socialism nowadays?
W: Yes I've seen it but I don't subscribe to it but there is an element of tmth
in it but it's from an intellectual argument which comes from the shreadking
middle class in Britain. An example of
the intellectual middle class who don't
mind having socialism as long as it does
not hurt the middle class. It's perfectly
true to say in one sense that the Trade
Unions don't have anything to do with
socialism; that they are a defence mechanism to protect themselves from capitalism that's perfectly true and quite a
lot of things they do you don't agree
with and you don't think it's constructive. But then if you're a socialist you
don't go ahead and denegrate them because that is the only bastion against
ruling class and fascism.-However bumbling and however inefficient and however
you disagree with it from time to time,
if you cut yourself off from it and start.
to smash it then there is no hope of ever
getting socialism at all. So I think its a
terrible mistake for uiteUectuals to excoriate the working classes the way Johnson does, it just aUenates them. What
you need is to raise their level of consciousness and to help them so maybe
they won't do those things they might
do so more things. But that does not
serve any purpose at all. It's just not constructive.
Michael D: Do you think his theoiy is
applicable to the present situation in
Areentina, where the government seems
to oe in rm trouble - looks like its going to fall.
W: You can't analyse the situation in
the same way. I've lived in Argentina,
been there several times. The analysis I
had back in 1964 was that the political
parties are just empty sheUs m Argentina.
There were 2 forces in Argentina, the
working classes and the mUitaiy, the
military is the guard of the ruling class.
Unfortunately, you get a society like
that where those forces are evenly balanced neither of them can win. The military can not rule the country, it tries
and it has to give it over to civiUans.
That's the latest exercise, the Peron
thing. That's being going on through the
last dozen -15 years. They cannot rule
the country simply by military force. The
trade unions are not strong enought to
take over from the miUtary and hence
you have got urban guerilla warfare and
so on. In terms of power its a sort of
stalemate. But the political parties are irrelevant. It's a classical example of the
class struggle with the oligarchs and the
middle class on one side and the working
class on the other; a very highly organized working class which only emerged in
the 1930s.
Nikita: You're recentljr come back
from Cliina, is there any sign of movements to the right or left emerging?
W: Some people were saying you could
detect arightwardmovement in China's
international stance several years ago
when they led Nixon along. There was
quite a number of agreements signed for
importing technology and things like
that.
The Cultural Revolution and the attempts to prevent either the remnanets of
the old ruling class emerging and to prevent the emergence of a new kind of
ruUng class. 1 think that the struggle is
StiU on but you have to place the whole
thing in the context of that. The Chinese leamt from the Russians; the seeds
of the cultural revolution in China were
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• WHEELWRIGHT sown after Khruschcves 1957 speeches.
What happened in Russia (what the Chinese thought had happened in Russia) anyway was the emergence of a new raling
class who were manipulating the economy
in the same way as if they were capitaUsts
even though they didn't own the means
of production., i.e., the movement towards
profit and material incentives and things
like that. The Chinese cultural revolution
was a big attempt to prevent that sort of
thing happening in China and everything
since is an attempt more or less to prevent that kind of situation emerging. You
would really have to know far more than
I would to know whose winning at the
present.
All that I can say is, having been there
these arc tremendous campaigns which
change each year but the message is always the same. One of them was the antiConfucious and criticize Lm Pio thing weU this was the same sort of business
of rising ancient philosophy to attack
values of present situation about authority - the worship of authority elitism
and this sort of thing which was basically
Confucious philosophy. The one that
they're doing at the moment is caUed
'Studying the Theory ofthe Dictatorship
of the Proletariat' and it's one of a lot
of literature about quotations from Marx
and Engels and Lenin and Mao about the
situation and why it's necessary to keep
fighting class struggles. How successful
that is, the outsider rcally has no means
to knowing.
Nikita: The recent discoveries of oD
in China, what repercussions do you see
coming from thatr
W: My understanding is virtually they
have got oU coming out of thek ears and
they aren't able to handle it in terms of
pipelines or tankers or moving it around.
But they're not in any hurry to do so.
They are aheady exporting tons of it, a
token gesture — some 8 million tons a
year to Japan. It wUl improve their eneconomic position enormously. Their
real problem at the moment is the recession or slump in capitalist worid - several years ago they contracted to import
aU sorts of things from the capitalist world; about a biUion doUars worth of goods
over several years on the assumption that
they would continue to export what
they had been exporting in order to pay
for it. The capitalist world went aput -

so their export economy has gone down
and they're left with a balance of payments deficit. I suspect that if that were
to continue, oil might fUl in some of the
gap!
Nikita: Do you classify yourself into
a particular splinter group of Marxism?
W: No, I suppose I would classify myself as a quasi-Marxist; an undogmatic
marxist. The best way I could put this is
to quote an English historian who said
that "Marxism is like alcohol, if you take
it in neat, it stuplHes but its an essential
ingredient in any good druik." That'd
be my attitude.
Mike (d): That's very quotable isn't
Nikita: Now for a traditional exam
Question. Do you think tbat tbe crisis
that the capitalist economies are currently experiencing stem from their inherent contradictions and are inevitable?
W: Yes.
Nikita: Fine, hmnun, I wish I coukl
answer my exam questions like that.
Would you like to see any industries in
Aush^Qa natk)iiallzed?
W: Oh yes. I think its a question of
power. You clearly have to move towards the sUuation where the centres of
power end up in the hands of the people. The question is how to do that and
at what stage. Nationalization by itself
isn't any good: at aU, if it means that
you just run the thing with the same
sort of people m power and they're told
to make a profit. This means that the
workers aren't better off.
I want to have big industry in some
form of pubhc ownership but I want the
workers themselves to have a very big
say in running them and not have a lot
of bloody bureaucrats sitting on top of ,
them. The real curse of our society is
bureaucrats; whether they're public or
private bureaucrats. You've got to work
towards smaller units.
Bob: So what you'd want is a reorganization of labour at the basic grass roots
levels even in the existing firms i.e. worker ownership and participatktn in mancement?
W: You definitely need the workers
runnmg the things but this is no good
without the right ideology. One of the
things that going to China teaches you is
that ideology is supremely important.

A.U.S.

Bob: How would you answer people
like Eckstein and Gurschenkron who say
that ideology is merely a rationalization
for what the govemment does for example in Russia. Do you see in Chma the
ideology as the rationalization for, or '
die dnviiffi force, behind what they do?
W: Well I suppose its both. It depends
on your defmUion of ideology. What everybody does depends on what they believe, doesn't U? In that sense, people
only do things that they believe in. But
if you want them to behave in a different way then you've got to change what
they believe in. That's what the Chinese
are saying. They don't want a society
where economic incentives are the only
reason for running the system. The workers representatives try to get across to
the workers that they're workuig for
the sociaUst revolution, not for wages.
This is something you can do if the whole
community owns the means of production. This is.a political question which
brings us back to the start. The main
problems of economic and economic
development are not economic. They
are poUtical. They are how people are
to be organized in relation to one another, who shall receive this amount and
that amount. U is a confidence trick to
say that this can be done according to
economic principles. The division of labour is political. This is the essence of
the Chinese experience; they put politics in command and then get the kind
of economy they want to serve your political and moral values. This is what the
poUtical economy bit is about.

.

POLITICAL ECONOMY

A political economy movement has
started here at St Lucia, If you are a concerned student from the social sciences,
it would be to your advantage to communicate with students and staff of various
•departments so that the movement becomes co-ordinated. We must emphasize the
point that this is not a purely left-wing
movement. We intend to embrace 3 ways
of interpreting the world, i.e., the'neoclassical (the traditional micro-macro analysis), the institutlonalist approach (Veblen, Galbraith) and the Marxist interpret-

ation. It is intended that these approaches will not be taught dogmatically and
aiticism ofall three wiU be welcomed.
The precedent of the Sydney experience
shows the value of student movements
to change out-dated courses to ones they
can relate to,
To enlighten interested students ui
what Political Economy is about, we
have mcluded a summary of the 1st
Year course being offered in Sydney.
Economics I. P. (1975)
AIM: The introduction to different
schools of thought in economics and
the role of economic analysis in relation to cunent social problems.
SECTIONS:
1. the concept and functions of an
economic system.
A "broad brush" treatment of capitalism both nationaUy and internationally including the role of multi-nationals
and the impact of capitaUsm on the lesser developed countries (the 3rd World).
2. The three major perceptions of capitalism.
(a) the neo-classical view both on
a macro and micro level.
(b) the institutlonalist view emphasismg the evolutionary process of social change and the inter-relationships
between the dictates of technology
and social institutions.
(c) the Marxist analysis, focusuig
on property clations, classes and the
accumulation of capital.
3. An examination of current economic problems e.g. (inflation, waste and
excess capacity, environmental degradation and poverty) to identify the forces
giving use to these problems.
4. a re-appraisal of the 3 approaches
in the Ught of the consideration of the
selected problems,
5. a brief outUne of other existing economic systems besides capitalism
If you would like such a course introduced here at St Lucia join the PoUtical
Economy Movement and join in a democratic attempt to have students' needs
and wants satisfied.
Tape available in audio-visual section
of Wheelwrights'talk on "What Wrong .
with Economics".

ENJOY GETTING
HIGH ON LIVING
international Publishing Company will employ 25 Male & Female Students.

STUDENT ELECTORAL OFFICE

1st FLOOR

UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION

to facilitate the organisation of students working against the election of
the liberal/national parties coalition on December 13
' to act as a contact point for people wishing to assist the ALP Campaign
to act as a collection point for donations to campaign funds

Multi-rnillion $ Australian Based Publishing Co is offering a Unique Training
Programme for Maie/Femaie students wishing to learn Marketing- Sales
Promotion. Those who qualify will enjoy
1.

TRAVEL

2.

CO-EO WORK CONDITIONS

3.

ABOVE AVERAGE EARNINGS

4.

CASUAL OR PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT

5.

CASH SCHOLARSHIPS

6.

PRIZES AND AWARDS

7.

BONUSES

OPENING WEDNESDAY 19th NOVEMBER

Contact - Peter O'Connor
A. U. S. Regional Organiser for Queensland
Or - Mari Anna Shaw
A. U. S. Executive Member
for Queensland.

For Pers!bnaMnterview Call - 2216 604 -211621

STUDENTS IN '75

NOT WANTEl

VOTE LABOR
WOMEN'S MEDIA WEEKEND
WEEKEND WORKSHOP ON THE WOMEN'S
MOVEMENT AND THE IVIED IA - Nov 28 + 29

We've divided the workshop inlo four main discussion
areas:

Saturday morning: 10 a.m.
- a general analysis of our relationship to the existing
media: how they exploit us, mal^n and trivialise us; are
there ways roural this? When should we use the press,
A weekend workshop on the Women's Movement and
broadcast TV and commercial radio and when should we
the Media is to be held at the Women's Centre, 102 ignore them? To what extent should we compromise in
106 little Roma Street, on November 28 and 29.
gettuig across - with spokespeople, watered down poUtics
It's taking place because it seems to be time for those
etc - and what is it about the ideology of capitalism that
ofus who regard ourselves and work as feminists to disdetermines
the framework within which elites, personalicuss our relationship to the media. If we want to build a
ties
and
conunodlty
production of news are demanded?
mass movement, it's time we started on an area as important
How
can
we
conduct
campajgns through the media from
and difficult as the media is. Why do the capitalist media
a
position
of
relative
powerless
ness?
distort and misrepresent us, what are the subUe, fonnal
ways they do this - as weU as the overt ones - and how
do we fight this repressive, exploitative relation? Alternatively how do we develop our ovm communications sys- •
tern, to get to the mass of women rather than just preach
to the converted; how do we work outside existing media
monopoUes, how do we use the resources we have better?

Saturday afternoon:
~ will (more than likely) continue this discusston but
also talk about tactically e^;. settuig up a Media Action
Group to actively combat sexism in the media, as has
already been done in other states which means we can
talk too about national coordinatkin of various kinds of
action.
Friday night, 7.00 p.m. by the way, dierell be fihns
and videotapes screening at Women's Centrij with food,
drink and discussion. We're startuig regular Friday night
screenings'there of films by' or about women:" the first is
-The women's movenient may have a primary problem
determining just what It wants tosay to this 'mass of wo- on Friday 22nd, 7 p.mi when we'll be sfaiowdng So bt das
Lfiben - a Germanfilm"hi the twenties about the life of
nien' and any discusdon towards developing a theory of
a
working class wife^and mother, and Cleo from 5 to 7
media function and functioning and our relation to it,
Agnes
Varda's first feature fdm made about 1957. (Her
obviously involves conthiulng die debate about what femlatest
film
Lions Love was shown at the Women's FUtn
inism is, but we hope some concrete tactical proposals wUl
Festival.
eonie out of the workshop too.

Saturday night of the Media Weekend, aitbris a Sydney women's band will be playing at the University Relax
Block. Women only and $2.50 each.
I

Sunday Moriung: 10 a.m.
- will be on the Effective Use of media: the different
forms and formats: like the difference between TV and
radio or TV and die press, and how one might suit our
purposes better than another in particular cases. Or more
specifically, if you're offered a current affairs program,
do you take It in preference to doing an interview, do
you try and work within the model Uiey've already deHned or do yoii discard it?
Then the question of altemative channels: video, print,
radio. Him, and the possible settii^ up of a loose Women's
Media Production CoUective,
Sunday afternoon:
- again contmue the morning discussion, plus future
planning, organisation of practical workshops and discussion of coordination and distribution.
Sunday n^ht:
-Party!!
Registration will be $2 at Uie door on Saturday riioraing to cover die cost of die party, fihn freight and printing of a media resources guide wWch will cover everydiihg
from layout tables and where to find them to people interested in women's theatre. This wfll be compiled from
questionnaires to be sent out a week or so before the wort
shop, but if yoii can't come that weekend biit have access
to facilities or press contacts or whatever could you fill
them hi and retum to us anyway please? Women's Media
Group, c/- Video Access Centre, 109fidwardStreet, City.
They'U be available from the Women's Centre, Women's
Rights at die University and the Video Centre. We'd lUce
them.back before the 25th November if possible so the
guides can be completed before the workdiop. Also, if
anyone wants to write a paper or notes or anything on
any aspect of the media they'd like discussed at the workshop could you let us have them a week before, so we
can circulate them and have diem read before people come,
See you Friday night, 27th. .

semper (lorest
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the VA^^*^ kids* survival and
friendship manuad

Interviewer: Let's pretend an atom bomb dropped on
Brisbane and you weren't killed and you had to go out
mto the country. What would you do to stay alive?

Sunone: We would try and find a house and then you
could find some water and some food - like little animals.
1: What would you kill the animals with?
Simone: With some kind of a gun or a knife if you
had one.
I: What else would you do?
Mark: Well, if you didn't have any Uiing like a weapon,
you could fmd marks on a hollow tree which would be
possum marks and get some dry grass and rub two sticks
together. Dght the grass up and the possum or the squirrel would run out of the tree and you could hit it with a
stone to kill it.
1: What about yoii Kun?
Kim: After you killed the animal you could make a
fire with sticks and stuff. Then you put them on the fire
and then you could eat them and when you'd finished
in the next morning you could kill something for your
breakfast.
I: How would you get into the country?
Kim; We could try and walk, or catch a bus.
Mark: You could walk or if you had your own car
you could ride there.
1: What would you need to take widi you if you were
walking?
Kim: Well you'd need a sleepuig bag, and a drudt, some
food and some clothes.
1: What else would you need?
Kim: You'd need yourself.
Jamie:"SomeUiing to help you walk because you might
get tired before you reach anywhere which is quite safe.
Mark: Once you were in the bush you'd look for a hollow tree. Kim was wrong when she said you could cook
the animal and eat it.
Kim: I weren't.
I: Why was she wrong?
Mark: Because you would have to skin it first.
Kim: You can keep die skin on.
1: What would you use to skin it?
Mark: You would use a sharp stone or just an ordinary
old tree stick.
I: Wouldn't diat be a bit bloody?
MalitkwtndlMTpl
Wt buitt OM on top of Iho wortihop from • «l« foot
ptoet of wood ond ttn ndlitlni itay* of nylon flthlnf lint
•lUehod «4 dttftrtnt Itnfthi and t«uln«ii.
Tho look of omutnitnt on ptop)«t' tac«* ai th* MrUy
baautlful iound eomoi ind | O M In a lifhl brtait li worth
•aKhlni.
Mora Mluma could ba |aln«l *Hh tha addition of a
limpla woodan tound box al (ha bata ot tha pola.

1: Wouldn't diat be too big to carry?
Mark: You'd probably have to skin it over the fire and
Mark:
No. They're only litUe.
have sticks and It would be crawling around but you'd have
Simone:
My cat,
your stick and you could just tum it around and it wouldn't
I:
l
i
t
'
s
see.
We've got one mummy, one cat, one senbe so bloody.
sory
computer
and a boat. Do you tWnk we'll survive.
I: What would be die favourite diings you would take .
Kim:
And
a
camera.
with you?
1:
What
about
you Lisa. What would you take?
Kim: My teddy bear.
Simone:
You
can't
say cat cause I did.
Simone: My sleeping bag.
Lisa:
A
tent,
a
sleeping
bag, a dog.
I: Is Uiat one of your favourite things? What about
I:
Why
would
you
take
a dog?
thuigs you would hate to leave behind?
Lisa:
I
could
play
wiUi
it.
Kim: Mummy.
Mark: You could keep it for safety.
Simone: My doll, which is Australian but a very dear
1: What else would you need to survive?
one, and my mg which I had when I was a baby.
Kim:
Some water.
I: What about you Nat. What are your favourite things?
1:
Where
would you get Uie water from?
Nat: My boat.
Nat:
From
a lake.
I: A toy boat?
1: What if the water m the lake was dirty?
Nat: No, It's one of my big boats.
Nat: WeU you could run really fast to the next lake.
1: What if that water was dirty.
1: But wouldn't that be hard to carry?
Nat: Well you could put It in a bucket and the dirt
Mark: He doesn't have a real boat.
would sink to the bottom.
Nat: Yes I do.
Kim: You could buy a orange drink.
Mark: No.
I: What about food? What sort of food would you
Nat: Yes.
grow?
Mark: If an atom bomb dropped on Brisbane, your
Chorus: Vegetables.
boat would be the first thing to explode.
I: It might not. Wouldn't it be good for going up and
Nat: Carrots.
down rivers?
Jamie: I'd grow some brains for Simone.
I: Some grams?
Mark: But the boat would probably be the first Uiing
Jamie: No brains, silly!
to explode because of the fibre-glaSs.
1: Some boats are made from aluminium or tm and all
Mark: I'd grow something to fdl the space in Jamie's
sorts of things.
head.
Mark: It couldn't be.
Kim: I'd grow Jamie's big fat head.
1: What is it made out of, Nat?
Lisa: I'd grow Jamie's bum.
Jamie: I'd grow a fist to punch yoii all.
Nat: Alitmium (sic).
Kim: I'd grow Mark's teeUi.
Mark: He doesn't have a boat. •
I: Why?
Nat: (indignantly) I do so.
Kim: Cause he hasn't got any.
Mark: He has a toy boat.
1: But people can pretend - Is there anytiiing wrong
Jamie: Mark is a toothless terror.
with pretending?
Chorus: Mark is a tooUiless terror.
(Verbal brawl breaks out)
Chorus of assorted voices 1: We're all supposed to be friends and here we are calYes!
lmg each other names. How are we going to live like friNo!
ends In the country?
Not very often!
Mark: Co-operate.
Kim: You can't always pretend things cause someone
I: How?
might say what was the Uilng you really want to take
Jamie: By sharmg the work, by helping gather food and
that's not pretend, so you can't say anything that's prethelping with the washing up.
end.
I: How are we gouig to stop fightuig?
I: Okay. So let's .say a real thmg. You can only take
Simone: Work and play by ourselves.
something that's real.
Jamie: We'll all shake hands, call a truce and make white
Nat: Well this is a real thing.
flags.
Mark: No, you don't have a boat.
Mark: No! No! No!
Nat: You don't know, you haven't seen it yet cause you
Jamie: Yes! Yes! Yes!
haven't been to my house for a long time.
I: Nat, how would we all stay friends together?
I: Nat can take his boat. What would everyone else take?
Nat: Get carrots and food all togetiier.
Kim: I'd take my mummy.
Kim: Sleep in friendly field.
I: Your mummy? I'm sure she'd be happy. .
1: Sleep togeUier?
Mark: I'd take some machmery.
Chorus: No! Yuk!
1: What sort of machinery?
1: Why don't you like sleeping together?
Mark: Computers.
Jamie: Yuk!
I: What good would computers be?
Mark: It's sexist. Yuk! And it's also love, and 1 HATE
Mark: Well if you had a sensory computer it would
THAT!
tell you vAieie to find die best animals.

THE EARTH GARDEN BOOK
(eds. Keith & Irene Smith)
$6.95
Nelson

I read the book called "The Earth Garden Book"
and I retnmmend it to alt people. If you are sick
and tired of living in towns with thousands of cars
and chemicals etc, you will tike this book. If you
cannot leave your jobs and what you are doing to
go into the country, you will feel very envious ab>
out the places in this book.
There are very nice pictures beside an interesting text. The whole thing mainly tells you about
a new healthy life. My favourite piece is one about
the Lost World. It is close enough for people to go
to for a short holiday. If they went, they would
come home feeling much healthier.
I hope you will read this book. It will do you
good.
Anna Slasinski
aged 9 years.

confios-e heajb box

The "seml-deUched" wooden box illustrated Is easily
made and his two compartments, which allows for one
h e ^ making and one maturing. U is recommended by the
Heniy Doubleday Research Association, followhig tests at
BocUng hi Essex, En^and.
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The father's testicles are filled with sperm cells. When he makes love,
these come out ofthe tip of his penis. They move through the mother's vagina
into a hollow space in the mother's abdomen called the uterus, or womb.
Sometimes there is a tiny egg inside the mother, and a sperm cell joins it.

.

I

I

•

The father and mother love each other
very much and want to be very, very close.
Sometimes when the father feels especially
loving, his penis becomes large.

'' HOW A E/\By /5 MADE"
I think this is a very good book, but it's probably
a bit too scientific for little kids to understand.
It would probably be better if they lifted the
people up so you could see what they were
doing. Young children who had not been told
carefully would not understand it.
CLIVE (7)

MARK (7)

This book has beautiful words and it is not
sexist.
KIM (5)

^IVHEfff D/D I COMB Ft?0M7''
Best of all I liked the book "WHERE DID
ICX)MEFROM".
I liked it becuse it shows how a baby is
made and many ways cildren thought where
they came from.
Here are some of the ways I liked,
the cat brought me in one night
dad found me in his beer
mum found me at the hospital.
MARK (7)
It was really funny.

• • • • • : . ' - ,

I read aU three books. I liked them aU but best t liked **HOW BABIES ARE
MADE".
I thought it was best because it had babies of lots of animals, Mamels, Fowls
and plants. The pictures were very good.
JAMI (8)
Ididn't like it. The pictureswerejust cardboard people. You couldn't
believe that they were real.
CLIVE (7)

t .

;

•

KIM (5)

- ^ • V

Whenpeople take their clothes off,
you can really see the differences.

somper floreat
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THE FUTURE OF SMALL WHALES

THE DEATH OF A WHALE

As the size and populations of large whales still being
exploited decluies, dophins and porpoises could easily
become targets foi the whaler, llie International Whaling Commission is presently meeting In London to discuss this problem.

I am a whale and i am dying. There are not
very many of my friends left now, so I must tell
you my story.
I used to swim in the cold deep ocean and everything was clean and beautiful, it was ail blueyConcern over the plight of whales has so far centred
green. Sometimes I would come to the surface of
almost entirely on the large species, but, with most of
the ocean and blow out water like a sparkling
them decimated, whalers are now turning their attention fountain. I would call to my friends and then
to smaller species. Unless strong conservation measures
dive into the safe blue water, never feeling scared.
are introduced the dolphins and porpoises for example,
Now I am nearly dead. My blood is making the
could soon be in the same situation as their larger relatwater red and I am crying my last sad sounds. Men
ives. Tlie situation is made more dangerous because the
history of exploitation of the great whales is well docu- came in a huge boat and before I could swim away
my body exploded and my mind went black. They
mented whereas the smaller species have, as yet, received little serious consideration even though they have
had shot me with a harpoon.
probably been exploited on a small scale for many more
Everything is getting very black and I am weak.
years by local fisliing communities.
I am sinking down inside the ocean I love. It is
In the past few years, commercial whalers have tummy enemy now and not my friend and it will
ed increasingly to hunting the minke (lesser rorqual). It choke me soon. I had a baby whale inside me but
has always been the most unportant species to the "small" it was too little to be born. It will die when I die.
whale Tisheries - it grows to about 10 metres. For exam- If you're reading this, help my friends to stay aliple, m 1972 minke whales were cauglit by whalers operve. Stop the men in boats who are killing us.
ating from Norway, Iceland, Greenland, Newfoundland,
I am dead. Help • help • help.
Japan, Brazil, Korea, South Africa and several other cou-

ntries. In the mid-1960s the minke catch was around
.3,000 per annum, most of which were taken by Norway
in northern waters. By 1973, thisfigurehad leapt to over Anna Slasinski
9,500 more than half of which were taken in the Antaraged 9 years
ctic by pelagjc whalingfleets.With virtually nothing known about the biology or population dynamics ofthis species,.it too seems likely to follow the path ofthe great
USSR PROTECTION
whales.The International Whaling Commission (IWC) takes
Dolphins and porpoises are caught in many other
litde or no interest m "small" whaling, even when canparts
of the world - such as the Azores, Lesser Anti*
led out on a fairly large scale by its member nations. Albes
and
Venezuela, but it is difficult to make any quanready large numbers of small whales are being killed
titive
assessment
of the total. One of the largest "small"
each. year. Dolpliins and porpoises, as the smaller toothfisheries
was
operated by the Russians, both in
whale
ed whales are usually known, are already a significant
the
Arctic
and
more
particularly in the Black Sea, where
part of die worid's whale catch. Just how important
120,000
common
dolphins were harvested annualup
to
they are is difficult to tell because of the inadequacy of
ly,
as
well
as
large
numbers
of common porpoises. The
available data.
all
dolphins
and porpoises. GreenUSSR
now
protects
The main source of data in the whaling industry is the
land
still
takes
substantial
numbers
of "small" whales:
Bureau of Internadonal Whaling Statistics (BIWS) pub72,
mcluding
over
6,500 belugas
18,500
from
1965
lished in Norway, but it even omits some catches by Norwhales),
1,000
narwhal
and
5,000
common por(white
wegian boats. However, by using this and other sources
poises.
it is possible to build up some Idea of the extent of small
Japan not only takes most of the worid's great whawhale exploitation. The Norwegian small whale fishery,
one of the most unportant in the world, accounts for se- les, but probably the majority of the small whales. The
Bureau of International Whaling Statistics provides some
veral species other than minke. From 1965 - 70 their
insight into the catches, but its data are far from compcatch mcluded SOO pilot whales (one of the larger dollete. They report that in the period 1965 - 72 over 1500
phins) and during 1965 - 72, some 2500 bottle nosed
short-finned pilot whales and some 470 killer whales
whales. Small numbers of killer whales are also taken
eacy year. The white sided dolpWn were taken by driving were taken. From 1965 -73 the BIWS records Japanese
whalers as having taken over 1,000 North Pacific bottle- '
them mtofiords:as many as 1500 Individuals might be
nosed whales and over 750 "unidentified" others.
taken at a tune. The white-beaked dolphin is also taken.
A report dravm up for Uie Administration of the MarReports from observers in the Shetlands indicate that
ine Mammals Protection Act, in the USA, indicates the
white-sided dolphins are still being taken locally by Norcommon dolphin is taken off the East Coast of Japan and
wegian whalers.-

that the false killer whale, pygmy and dwarf spemi whales are also taken in small numbers. The norUiern rightwhale dolpliin was once harvested — and possibly continues to be caught. The rarer, beaked whales are also
taken each year in significant numbers - 1000 from
1965-71.
According to Seiji Ohsumi, a Japanese cetacean specialist, 12 species of the toothed whales were currently
exploited by the Japanese coastal whaling industries.
The number taken each year was substantial - over
30,000 in 1959 for instance. A total of 300,000 were
taken in the period of 1957 - 70. The catch is apparently declining: in 1970 only 16,000 dolphins were taken.
By far the largest immediate threat to dolphins seems
to be from conventionalfisheries.The American tuna industry at one time accounted for the death of around a
quarier of a million dolpliins a year, which drown in the
purse-seine nets, (hronically, thefishermenuse the dolphins to lead them to the shoals of Tuna.) After much
public pressure in the USA, it Is hoped that improved methods of netting will lead to a substantial reduction in
the death rate of dolphins. In 1971, an estimated 205000
dolphins were killed. Similar mortality is caused by the
Japanese pelagic salmonfisheryin the Nordi Pacific.
Some 10,000 Dali Porpoises arc drowned each year. The
Japanese public are unlikely to react in the same way as
their USA counterparts, and it is probable that this will
continue, hi 1962, diere were nearly 4,000fishingboats
equipped with harpooning gear, and presumably many
others with nets. This type of low-levelfisherycan, of
course, have a very serious effect on a population as it
remams economic to exploit the dolphins even when the
population is low. The high value of the catch (77,000
yen per ton in 1970 or about 6,600 yen per dolphin) will
ensure their continued exploitation. The Japanese view
that catches of dolphins are declining due to lack of demand is hard to equate with the rapid rise in the value of
dolphins - doubled in a decade. The falling catches are
more likely the result ofdeclining populations.
If we accept the evidence that over the years man's
whaling mterests have consistently turned tiieir attention to smaller and smaller species, as he had consistently over-exploited them, then we are forced to accept
the fact that in a very short time dolphins and porpoises are going to become the target ofa major industry.
Providing harvesting is done rationally, on a sustainable
basis, there is no inherent objection to this (though
doubtless, emotions would run much higher than at present if the USA or UK public thought that dolphins were
taken for the pot). However, commercial exploitation
would involve considerably more knowledge of their biology than is available at present. In most cases, virtually
nothing is known of thier life in the wild. Before the
whalers tum more of their attention to the dolphins,
international agreement ought to be established as to
the form and rate at which exploitation can take place.
The IWC has had ample opportunity to take this lead
but has failed to take the uiitiative. Perhaps the idea of
a new International Convention on Cetaceans under the
auspices of the United Nations Environment Programme
is the only solution. Certahily, the IWC seems unlikely
to exert any influence on the future of small whaling.
New Scientist

DEATH
OF A WHALE
Donations lo Protect JONAH ol over Iwo dollars are tax deductible if made payable lo "Auslralian Conservation Foundation" and clearly marked PROIECT
JONAH APPEAL' Send cheques lo Australian Conservation foundation, 206
Clarendon Street, East Melboume, Victoria 3002.
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bl Australia, even govemment bodies are becoming
aware of the need for radical alternatives. For example,
cluster housing rather than the great Australian dream
of the home on a quarter-acre block, is behig planned
for some Canberra suburbs by the National Capital Devetopment Commission. C.S.I.R. Is researching into practical applications for solar energy. D.U.R.D. Is investigating various ways ui which the physical environment
of human society can be o^anised - and is considering
plans for more communal oiganisation as an alternative
hi one of Australia's new cities.
Many of the under-thlrty age group, who are part of
this movement for radical cultural change, came out of
a grouping which has been termed the 'counter culture'
the 'alternative society', or just plain 'hippledom'. The
terms aren't so prevalent now that there has been a reaUsation that being an outgioup doesn't really help you
or your society's problems.
To some extent the 'counter culture' and 'alternative
society' has been a millenial dream. Young people grouped themselves togetiier in a more-or-less cohesive force
that was not only anti-Vietnam and anti-Capitalism and
a reaction to many of the values and actions of mainstream society, but which also offered a different, alternative way of life to its adherents. In a Freudian sense
it was very necessary for these people to have to redefine themselves so they would not be livuig a life of negation and complete alienation.
The movement was not simply a reaction against modRADICAL ALTERNATIVES IN AUSTRALIA
ern society; but also it sought to be a positive confirmation of a way of life in which the Individual was liberaA new book 77ie Way Out: Radical Altemath>es in
ted. Self-evolution was the main goal, in contradiction
Australia has just been published by Landsdowne Press.
to the self-negation and alienation which was seen to be
It's edited by Margaret Smith and David Crossley who
the existing norm.
have recendy moved to Brisbane from Sydney. Davkl
Nimbin and the Aquarius Fesfival were the watershed
b a post-graduate student at Griffidi University, workof
much
a feeling. It was believed that this was the real
ing on pracdcal ways In which people can live low enbeginning
of the Aquarian Age, and Sve were going to
vironmental unpact lifestyles. Margaret does part-time
make
it
happen'.
But Nimbin's Aquarius Festival only
tutoring in Sociology at QIT and both live simple comlasted
ten
days,
though
the spirit of the festival continmunal life-styles.
ues in some places and in some people.
The book is a collection of over fifty articles by peoSince then, there has been a mellowing of the moveple actively practising alternatives In their own lives. It
ment. The ideals are still there but, through failure and
covers an enormously wide rai^e of topics uicluding
suffering, they are now more realistic than Utopian. There
such thills as politics, education, self-evaluatkm, alteris a growing awareness that there has always been an
native work, Ih'ing styles, and so on. The editors hope
underground struggling against mainstream culture. It is
that suice the book is such a wide rangmg information
therefore unportant to come to terms with history, our
resource on how people are putting radical alternatives
parents and our culture, to assess the roles of each to
Into practical effect in Australia, other people will be
our lives, to see where we truly have the answers, where
able to use the book as a self-help guide for changing
there is agreement, and where 'they' have been able to
theu: own lives.
teach us something.
Some of us have realised that to be fasionable 'alterThe book Is rich in individual people's critkiues and
native' Is jiist as false as being fashionably anything.
visions and to try to synthesise these contributions would
More honesty and truth is what's really needed for chabe a difficult and probably impossible task. There is no
nge - for the benefit of the whole community and not
common style running through all the articles. Their
just for the alternative one. Moving to the country might
great diversity merely reflects the enormously wide range
solve some people's particular hassles, but unless you
of critiques, visions and solutions which have been genmove somewhere like Nhnbta (despite all its problems
erated by the present perilous state of the western world
and faults) where people are trying to communicate
The main feeling expressed in the book is that there
with the larger community and the local district, you
are radical alternatives available to people. Feelings of
will be doing very little to change the direction of socalienation, disillusionment, oppression and imprisonment
iety, and the oppressive nature of many people's lives.
arc commonplace today in western society, among peoFood cooperatives may have solved for some people the
ple of all ages, colours and classes; but there are ways
problem of escaping from infiation (and from the packout of this situation. The trouble is that to strive for .
ets manufactured by the 'food' companies and corporimprovement and change is a path of struggle and detations) but if the notion of collective socialized conermination.
sumerism doesn't get out into the general community
Some of the contributors are academics, researchers
then the effect of these cooperatives on the profit motand students, in such fields as Political Science, Sociolhre will be nil.
ogy, Education, Architecture and Environmental StudOne of the main tenets of people advocating radical
ies. Others are people with no real individual power: oralternatives
goes beyond Marxism and the notion that
dinary workers, farm dwellers, itinerant workers, leftequal
distribution
will solve most of mankind's probwing agitators, and people following various spiritual
lems,
to
a
concern
for less materialism for all, more ecopaths.
logical
awareness,
and
more fulfilled creative Uving. HowTheir articles argue out a coherent, yet extremely
ever,
a
veiy
valid
criticism
of dils argument is that Its
diverse, philsophy of practical alternatives to improve
advocates
are
mauily
educated,
young, middle-class peoour present-day society. Only a short time ago such idple
to
whom
the
Idea
of
giving
up materialism is part
eas seemed Utopian and unrealistic. Now they are beOf
their
rejection
of
middle-class
values. To those peocoming a reality and the world is forced to look closeple
who
have
never
had
many
material
possessions, or
ly at solar and methane energy, domes for school builUved
physically
comfortable
lives,
this
whole
an^i-matdings and rapid housing, and healthier diets to prevent
eriallstlc
ethic
seems
designed
to
cheat
them
out
of
heart disease and the host of other degenerative dise'a..
their
rights.
ses attacking the westem man and woman. Meditation,
Some members of the black community feel tiiis very
relaxation therapy, encounter groups and co-counselling
strongly.
They regard the antt-materiaUsts as being selfare just some of die possible outlets to strei^Uien and
hidulgent
hi their search for alternatives; die real probdeepen our internal counsclousness, so that we can belems
In
society
are those of the oppressed and under-pricome more whole and active human behigs-working
vileged
groups
;ta
the community, whp don't even have
for a liberated, egalitsiHati and saner world. Cooperathe
optton
of
rejecting
the lifestyle which is forced upon
tive communities are oHering for some people'a means'
them.
to strengthen, diversify/and hnprove the quality of taThe desperate reality of the life style of these oppresterpersonal relationships,within the home enviironment;
sed
groups caiinot be denied and they need aU the help
Some people find 'self-einployment' In cooperative venUiey
can get.-But as Terry Wldders says hi his article abtures which locate Vork' onja more tategrafed human
out
alternatives
for the black community, essentiaUy
level.
rr
only blacks a n deterndne die priorities for actk>n to

books

&^

aUeviate tiic pUght of the black community and diis is
so forall the other oppressed minorities as weU. Such
groups deserve the energy and support of aU diose who
are wUlli« to give It, but non-members of the groups
cannot determine what should be done, simply because
they cannot fully appreciate all the ramifications of die
situation In which tiiese people find tiiemselves.
Alternatives-mmded, white, middle-class people find
themselves in a simUar situation. They have been trained, schooled and socialised to fulfil a role in society,
with which tiiey fundaraentaUy disagree. So both die ,
under-privileged groups and the conventlonaUy better
off people really have a common cause. Only the nature of the oppression Is different, and because of this,
some of the means to overcome tiie oppression are
also different.
Though some of the spokesmen of the alternatives
movement may have come out of the young, middleclass, educated elite (simply because such people are
the most articulate, owing to their training) the movement contauis people from many more diverse backgrounds than this. Today U Is composed of people of
all types - everyone who feels himself to be oppressed
m some way and is actively working to overcome this
oppression is a member of the radical alternatives movement.
So for aU participants it is a desperate search and
one that wiU continue for a lifetime. For contributors
Uke Tom Zubryckl it Is a search for a deschooled society, where grass roots political action is the key; for
Peter Cock, it is die attainment of a communal life
style which encourages tiie individual's and tiie groups'
creative and humanitarian potential; for Vera Figner
it is the activities of the women's movement, towards
freeing women and all people from the constraints and
alienating conditions of today's society; for Co! James,
it is recyclable housing and people's cooperative planning for a better, more ecological and more humanely
harmonious environment; for Derek Harper it is the
power of meditation to alter and strengthen people's
lives and aUow them to be more whole and integrated
human beings, working for a better society. The search
for alternatives contains all these philosophies, and
many more.
What is important, is that we must consider all these
alternatives so that theh sum total wiU produce in us
more aware and active human beings, working towards
social change. There is a way out, but it wiU be a long
hard struggle.

THE WEST MIDLAND UNDERGROUND
Michael Wikling,
University of Queensland Press,
$5.50 - eloth; $2.50 • paper.

"That doesn't matter, he said, the party was the,hnportant thing, Its the Ufestyle we're commemoratii^." So
writes Wilding in Bye Bye Jack. See you Soon, a story
about the Balmain Literary circles wake for Jack Kerouac.
It sets the tenor for this whole volume of short stories
and is something of an allegory of the Balmain bohemla
and the rest of the counter-culture - the formal reading
was a complete flop, but the spur of the moment party
was a raging success.
'
And I suppose WUding is right, the lifestyle is the thing.
It doesn't matter what the theory is, if the alternative way
of life offered to the straight worid isn't Uberating and
fulfillbg them why bother with the theory at aU. That's
what Wilding's writing is about - how the perpetuaUy terrified grammar schoolboy got onto tiie good life and how
damned goodthe successes and the failures, tiie insights
and the embarrassments of Uie good life are.
. Wilding is a mysterious, compassionate writer. In stories like Western Midland Underground and The Matt of
Slow Feeling he captures somediing of the inexplicable
forces that tug on our hearts and mhids in clmical prose '
and numbered paragraphs. And hi parables lUce Hector
and Freddie and Out on the Mesa he relates tiiese mysteries to the vagaries and possibUIUes of being human in
a sensual and poetic prose. WUding is nothhig, if not a
styUst. He could write a tram timetable to read Uke the .
Divine Comedy.

Stephen Stockwell
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PRICKS THAN KICKS

Sleep has his house describes in the night time
language certain stages in the development of one
indivkiual human being. No interpretation is needed of this language we have all spoken in childhood- and in our dreams; but for the sake of unity a few.
words before every section indicate the corresponding events of the day.

Samuel Beckett
Picador

Foreword.

/<*
For those of you who relish the ordmary (or what was
the 'ordinary' in Dublin before 1934) and the inordinate
sensibUlty that one Samuel Beckett has for this particular
reality. Picador's new edition of that worthy Irish son's
first novel wUl be a delight.
The wit, the charm, the effusion of classical references
and the mundanity of existence is aU there. Yes, and it is
all related with the incisiveness of a toothpick -jabbing,
poking and gouging into the lives or non-lives of a few
non-entities.
The novel Is a set of short sequences revolvhig around
the life and aftermath of death of one Belanqua Shuah a creature ofthe Gods, whose only reality is his own sensuality. Totally enveloped in his own delicious doings,
his perception of others is in effect to heighten his own
grasp upon existence - a misogynist experience cuhnmating in the final absurdity - his death, under an anaesdietic administered by a dninken surgeon:
[hejwas in great form, he had just comefrom standing best man, he was all togged up under his vestments
It was an oversight:
Tliey had clean forgotten to ausailtate himi
How much of Beckett has blended into his Belanqua
is difficult to ascertam, but his hero's relations or nonrelations with the parade of wonien who drop in and out
of the book seem to suggest that with regard to the "fairer sex" the two share much in common. There is no question that any of the women could be more tiian cardboard stereotypes of eUher the "devout virgmal bluestocking, honing after a penny's worth of scandal" type or
the "perfect", "flawless", "beautiful" woman created
for man's pleasure and obviously much more desirable.
Belanqua drifts through countless afi'airs and marriages
where none of "his women", if tiiey are to remain a
marginal part of his reality, aUain the significance of
real human beings, although upon occasion having the
odd human quality or two.
Fantasies of the destruction and final triumph over
woman by man abound in the book m Uteral tenns,
such as the death of a giri returning to her home with
mUk and bread andfinaUyintercepted by man and his
"tumult of buses, red, blue and sUver" and the cripplmg
of Lucy (Belanqua's first wife) by a "superb silent lunousine.... driven by a drunken lord" - "her beauty dreadfuUy marred." Of course, both tiiese events fit into die
absurdity and meaninglessness of Ufe as constructed by
the author. They are non-events in that they do not impinge upon the protagonist's reaUty except In a peripheral manner.
However, the description of "Hairy" and "Smeraldina"
after Belanqua's mtemment, shows the autiior's hand.
Botii have been fteed from Belanqua's hold upon their
Uves, but for Haiiy, this freedom means growth, for Smeraldma, it is a spiritual deatii - regression:
t-

these two processes, a kind of marginal metabolism possibly you might call them, independent but
of common origin, constructive in the case of the
' man, destructive and delightjully excrementitious
in the case of the woman, culminated and simultaneously on tbe drive from the grave.
^ ,For Beckett, women are perhaps more absurd than
men, particularly when they try to circumscribe their
dependence upon men. Yet, uUiniately, it is man's hatred/dependence upon women which dominates die psy•" che of tills novel
This is a book for those who desire to delve Into the
grim humour of everyday Ufe, who are not cognisant or
bothered by misogyny and who feel the puU of nostalgia towaids a genre of literature which is fast disappearingMari Anna Shaw

SLEEP HAS HIS HOUSE
Anna Kavan
Picador
life is tension or the result of tension: without
tension the creative impulse cannot exist. If human life be taken as the result of tension between
the two polarities night and day, night the negative pole, must share equal Importance with the
positive day. At night, under the influence of
cx}smic radiations quite different from those of
the day, human affats are apt to come to a crisis. At night most human beings die and are born.

Kavan ih tliis semi-autobiogiaphical novel explores the
half-worid of existence when reality is not clear, logical,
sane, black or white. A world where the self is taimersed
between the contradictions of clarity and confusion. A
world which is at one and the same time real and fantasy.
Like a poem the book reveals life from chUdhood to. •
adulthood with stanzas of day, which start with "the sun
always seemed to shuie in that country" and epd with
"Night, mine, lovely, mine. My home." It is a Ufe which
rejects the harshness and hypocrisy of.tiie day world and
accepts the night worid of shadows, drugs and madness,.
These, the interspersing stanzas are the reality of the book,
where the real human relations between mother/daughter,
father/daughter are explored through the haze/clarity
of drugs.
The book is a "trip" in itself for the reader, but it is
also an imaginative search for the inner meanings of
truth which reveals itself slowly through perceptions of
living things in the night world of madness. The pain, suffering and joy of this life are simultaneous and yet apart
in the search for the "I" which can plunge to the lowest
depths:
Inexorable self, canied like the superfluous and tiresome piece of luggage which it is impossible to lose;
franked with the customs'stamp of every frontier, retrieved exasperatingly from the disaster where everything else is lost, compatiion ofthe dislocation of cancelled sailings and missed connections, witness of every
catastrophe, survivor ofall voyages and situations

/".
And yet stiU knows that:
Well, the line has to be drawn somewhere: and that's
why it seems useless to say any more except tliat no
discriminating person svould ever willingly leave such
a house once they had taken up residence in it; or find
any other liouse even tolerable afterwards.
It is a book which accepts madness as an intrinsic part
of the artist's life. Often as the only option. It is a high
price to pay. Kavan Uke Plath, Sexton and many otiiers
accepted the Ufe that madness offered andfinaUytiiepersonal price for the lucidity, despair and agony which this
decision involved.
Perhaps, it is these individuals acceptance of the "bird
of paradise" which shows that societal solutions are not
possible at this tune. If so, one might ask - wU! there ever
be a day world where people can live, grow, explore and
create without the need of the place where "sleep has his
house".
Mari Anna Shaw

RECENT QUEENSLAND POETRY
ed. Greg McCart
Refulgence Publishers, Deception Bay, 1975.
101 pp. Hardcover - $4.50
77je purpose of this anthology is to present a re- presentative collection of poetry written or published in the past five years by poets resident in
QueenslantL
So begins Greg McCart's introduction to tills volume.
An introduction ought always to be less unportant
than the poems it focuses on and this one is. It is capa;
ble comment on the poems included, and on the role of
poetry, but read the poems first. The 89 poems provide
sufficient variety to interest, whUe not avoiduig the
more famiUar styles we may be comfortable with. While
there is much that is good included, this book is not a
pauistakuig cuUing of only the exceUent; nor Is it the
great chance for Queensland's minor poets to have their
few gems pubUshed; nor is it a "manifesto" anthology.
The volume is in short, a representative anthology, witii
aU the virtues and vices that brings.
When McCart began coUectuig these poems, many
of these poets had been published in magazuies, but not
in volumes of theh own. Two years later, tiiere are only
a few poets 1 haven't heard of, and 9 of the 27 poets Included have had a volume of their own published by tiic
university's two campus publishers. University ofQueensland Press, and Gargoyle Poets (tiirough the Makar
Press). As weU as the newer poets, there are of course
the stalwarts: Rowbotham, WaUcer, Wright, Mantfold,
Devaney, BUght and Shapcott, with poems from tiieir
last five years. Another poet represented is Jan TurnerJones, recentiy published in Semper Floreat's Uterary
Uftout. And two more poets from tiiat liftout - Stuart
Cunningham and Ross Clark - wiU be Included in a further volume of recent Queensland writing to be published by Refulgence at the end Oftiieyear.

It is hoped that the new volume Is technicaUy better —this book's production Is very pdoir. It. has i cover
like a sixth grade reader from the old days, offputting
use of page space, inconsistency In typographical j ^ c y
and'some errors which have escaped proof-readingfThc
price remains reasonable for the size and qualfty of
tills selection.
This anthology is not an extremely detailed portrait
of the Queensland poetry scene, but rather a quick but
accurate sketch. This is a contemporary sketch, and wUl
be of littie use in a few years time when many of the
poets may be better known, and tiieir poems more accessible. This js an index of what is being done, not a catalogue of what has been done, nor a prophecy/manifesto
of what wiU be done. The immediacy of the book acknowledges and even provides the reason for which it
shaU be superseded. The volume, as a contemporary sketch, a representative selection of what Is being done, is
bound to be superseded, but much of the poetry in it
will not be. Most of the poetry has succeeded in what it
has attempted, modest as those attempts may be.
W. H. Christian

SECONDS
Dickens' Oliver got into trouble for wantmg seconds,
but I didn't. I reviewed the first release of University
of Queensland Press Paperback Poets, Second Series m
Semper Floreat 45/3, and now I have the next four volumes to review. Of these, one volime is outstanding (as
in the first release), and another poet's half-volume is
almost as good - for both poets, their second volume
of poetry.
Airship (second series 4, 65pp) is also a second volume for series editor Roger McDonald. His writing is
concerned with the relationship of things in space
{Tiiree Nineteenth century objects on a shelf; Others;
Grasshopper), unusual people and events {Probably
Jack; Two summers in Momvia) and a sense of place
{Spider Garden). These aU come together in his journeys into, through, and out of, places and thoughts,
{Solitary Journey and the important titie poem Airship). Irony pervades all. The final irony is that at tunes, McDonald's auship is too light to carry its burden,
or else capable only of hovering on the edge of conveyuig a complex meaning in a precise and direct statement. When he does however keep his feet on the ground, as in these lines from Solitary Journey, then he is
very good:
/ am gilding down from the roof of the cave
like an angel detaching itself from the dome
of a dank cathedml.
Regretably, he Is not usuaUy tiiat good. His poetry
could best be described by adapting the words of the
book's epigraph: tiirough his journeys of hony and
movement,we see that
This was a day
when little Itappened
though inch by inch everytiung changed.
Geoff Page is a more dramatic poet. The titie of his
volume. Smalltown Memorials (second series 5, 63pp),
indicates his main concerns, and that he relates them
aU together - smaU towns and their characters. World
War I (time, war and memories all fit in here), and particular places. He also writes of love and religion in
sniaU towns, and of memories of love, just as there are
memories of war. Compared with the other poets in
this release. Page's work is consistently good: about sbc
of the poems are wortii quoting in full, and the rest are
effective and economical and almost as good. Tlie poetry is not simply coUected, but patterned into groups of
major concerns, so that each theme liiglilights all the others, and contributes to their development. His parents'
love, war, his own loves, faitii, small towns and their
characters are all orchestrated against one another. Page
particularizes and "confesses" more than McDonald, and
yet his resultant picture is broader and more universaUy
applicable. His technique in this sequence is of combining perfect miniatures mto a broad-sweeping mosaic, a
controUed montage of the unportant things in his vision.
Ife is not jusl photographing aspects of life, but documenting them. He is above aU seeking (in the words of
"Delphi, Mycenae,Knossos and Elsewhere") 'j
...... to celebrate
the triumph of flesh oiler stone.
Triumph is the operative word; most of Page's poems
end on the perfect conclusion which Page has successfuUy been able to hide from the reader untU tiie last
Une. The thought in the poetry progresses so tiiat we
can not remember the sequence of steps, but only the
convuicuig conclusion.
And, daringly enoi'<;h, tiie conclusion to this book
is Page's beghinmg. He was born in 1940, and the last
poem, Erui of the Season speaks of his parents' honeymoon, concluding.
And outside, thinning
Off into October,
The final snow
Of 1939.

iS semper floreat

reviews
Page was conceived In the year that the war broke out.
He is chiefiy concemed with Worid War I, but relates
the two world wars in his title poem, one of the best
poems in the book. It deserves to be quoted in full, but
is a Uttle long for a review quote.
To me, this volume is the most exciting of this release: consider the careful sequencuig.'oEpoems, the
consistency of the work, the brilliance of the poemsI've aheady mentioned and of others such as Olive
Trees or Dancing Lesson. And then consider the passion, sadness, clarity and simplicity of the series of six
short poems known as Break-up of which I quote the
sixtii.
Once, quite near the end,
we showered together.
While the soap
clung round your nipples
and the water slU down either back,
my body
committed
yours
to memory.
Tum Left at Any Tune with Care is a two poet affair, by Jamie Grant and Graeme Kinross Smith (second
•series 6, 85 pp) who write in different styles and from
different approaches of the same suburban and family
concerns.
Jamie Grant Is the more humorous of the two, (Nursery rhymes revisited), with a tendency towards black
humour {A short analysis of the creative act). This predisposes his poetry towards pessimism, almost reaching
despau, with the humour wryly rescumg him from these two conditions. Both the black humour and tiie pessimism are seen In his clinching final lines {Elegy for a
vague acquaintance; and About Virginity, from which
I quote):
You'll wake
In a strange room in a male
smelling bed. At breakfast
Hell confront you with french loaf;
You'll devour sausage and eggs.
You won't feel
That you've lost a thing.

of things. The writing here Is as economical as a knockout punch:
News spills sudden clods in a slit - I shudder
And shoulder a corpse - wipe dyed banners frpm
My face - roofs drip such brilliant squillions
(Barry this is real as vomiting over a cripple).
Though Thurston always writes with a knowledge that
death is near, he neither pursues it as a release from present pain, nor flees from it as something to be feared.
Life itself may be tenrible at times, as he well knows,
but there is stUl love. Love, you are. and For You I
would are two sensitive and joyful love poems. His final message is one of affirmation - the following from
For you I would is an example:
For you I should likely
stay alive
knowing somehow that you
expect it.
The volumes retail at $1.50 each in paperback, and
$3.50 in hardcovers. I think that Page is worth every
cent we spend on him, whUe the Smith/Grant volume
is also good value. There are some good poems worth
readmg in each of the other volumes, but my recommendation is for the two 1 have mentioned. They are
the type of volume tiiat make you want to come back
for more, that encourage you to foUow tfie Umversity
of Queensland Press's further issues in this eXceUent
series. They make you want to come back for seconds,
even though they are an ample meal in themselves.
W. H. Christian

But then recoil io notice
One egg contains a foetus.
On accasions, this humorous pessimism is balanced by
a comic tenderness (as in Lines Addressed to Mrs Grant)
and the suburban emphasis varied by some incisive evocation of country scenes {Coming Down to Greenvale). PINK FLOYD
"WISH VOU WERE HERE"
Graeme Kinross Smith bears comparison vyith Geoff
CBS
records SBP 234651
Page. He is almost as good a poet, and some of the
roles of his poetry are sunUar: teacher, photographer
and husband are the common roles, whUe Smith has
that of father too. PrimarUy, he deals with the way experiences might take us unawares - in the way that
cloud either suddenly passes from the face of the sun,
so that we perceive; or else slowly covers the sun's face,
so that our perception is duUed. In The Ball he speaks
of.chUdren losing a baU their grandfather made for
theh next day's playing:
But we tried its white possibilities
in the dusk; we lost it.
Oh how our city eyes ached,
boking along the hedge,
trying vainly to avoid
experience's steady stare
in the nwming.
The theme tiien, of Smith's poetry Is experience contributing to our self-knowledge, and often to others'
knowledge of ourselves. As a teacher, he realizes 'They
know him/better than he thinks" {Teacher reading a
Poem), as a photographer he
bends in his hundred ways, the logic of use
shining on face, fabric.
The truth is wet with light.
It Is never all there.
{Photography), and as a poet he treasures these things
because they are his, and records them because they
are also ours.
Robin Thurston's Believed Dangerous: 58 Poems
(second series 7, 64 pp) is the final new release. Some
poems are reprinted from UQP's Poems from Prison
and as expected, deal with crune and prison, but tiiese
arc not the only concerns. He writes complexly and intensely of love, and his brother's death. As jaU is a place
that has an efTect on people, so he writes of people's
effect on places, via mining and exploration {Tite Isa;
Death on Mt Hector; Assault). There are a few whunsical poems, and an old theme reworked {Grace Is a
daring and brUUant religious poem).
The poems of prison are potent. Involving and deeply-felt but theh emotions are not the only ones m the
book. Thurston knows despair, but he Uves with hope,
hi Death In the Family - TTie, he delineates despaur and
makes It easier to live with by placing it in a hierarchy

SYD BARRETT
"THE MADCAP LAUGHS'"&
"BARRETT"
Harvest Records SHOW 404-1

items.) Neither settle the debate over whether he was a
genius or just crazed. Most lUcely he was botii. What
they do reveal however is tiie process of disintegration.
It is sad because much of tiie material had the potential to be really amazing - e.g., Dark Globe. Golden
Hair, Maisie, Gigolo Aunt. While Floyd fanatics should
not be without this set, it is suggested that newcomers
approach cautiously. Perhaps that first Floyd album
which has also been re-issued with the second as A Nice
Pah- would be a better introduction to Syd;

MIKE McGEAR
"McGear"
Warner Bros. Records BS 2825
It has been said that McGear is a de facto Wings album, the evidence being that Paul McCartney (MUce's
brother) produced and co-wrote most of the record
while Wings and guests provide the music. There is also
the hutt that Paul contributed uncredited backhig vocals and guitar. However, tiiat McGear is a talent in his
own right has long been established through his associations with Scaffold and Grimms and with a previous
solo effort Woman released in 1972.
CoUaboration with I^ul has however given him more
scope, new facets, so that this album is stronger and
works more successfuUy than Woman. OriginaUy it was
his intention to release an album of old tunes, similar
to Bowie's Rn-Ups or Lennon's Rock & RoU. But the
parinefship with Paul was so fruitful tiiat only one reworked song was used - Bryan Ferry's Sea Breezes.
(Ferry apparentiy was flattered by, and approved of,
this version.)
McGear's not-so-gobd voice becomes engagingly distinctive witii the clever use ofinflection, phrasing and
sympatiietic arrangements. The good-humoured sarcasm
of Norton and flie heaviness of What do we Really
Know are balanced by the light pleasantries of Leave it
and Simply Love you and by the rocking style oi Have
you Got Problems and Givin' Grease a Ride. But the
most intriguing track is The Man Who found God on
the Moon which features as an effect Buzz Aldrln's
comments whUe moon-walking.
Although not of earth-shattering proportions, McGear
is an album made wUh imagination and uitelligence.
McCartney's presence, far from submerging his brother's
personaUty, has acted as a catalyst.

BRIEFLY:
1. Phil Manzanera - Diamond Head - Roxy Music
guitarist's solo reveals the odd flash of inspired work
peeping through the contnTiutlons of a cast of thousands (everybody but Bryan Ferry). Good but esoteric.
2. Ross Ryan - After tiie Applause - One of the more
cogent songwriters ui Australia. His Images create very
definite moods. Success has bothered Ryan and tills
tiidughtful, darkly intense album Is his means of ration-,^
alizing his attitude towards it. A more serious and deliberate record than Horse, It is also a substantial work
of quality:

Dark Side of the Moon has astounded everyone by
staying more than two years m the British charts. It represented Pink Floyd's elevation from a major cult band
to one with a broad spectrum of appeal. Mmgled witii.
the cries that they had compromised themselves, there
was speculation as to what could possibly foUow it. The
band, as If m recognition of these views, spent those
3. SpUt Enz - Mental Notes - A uniquely brUUant detwo years procrastinathig.
but for a uniquely bizarre group, something lUce GeneThis album vhddly portrays how the dilemma was re- sis In the Twilight Zone.
solved. It is deUberately less accessible and more demandhig of the Ustener. If Its style reflects earUer work,.
4. Average White Band - Average White Band - A
its focus goes back to the band's origins, when it was
Glasgow band who went to the U.S. to show them how
led by the.enigmatic Syd haitett. Shine on You Crazy to play funky soul music. They succeeded beyond expec
Diamond, a eulogy to hun, Is tbe major work which op- tations.
ens and closes the album. It is an elaborate organic construct which galvanizes the band's •""'"'ings for Barrett.
5. Ariel - Rock & RoU Scars - Some old songs, here
It acknowledges not only his past ^ ••m but expresses
but the rearrangements renew them. These and the
the hope that he wUl come together enough to break
more recent stuff show how underestmiated this Aussie
out of his obsessive seclusion. Interspersed between
band Is.
parts five and sue are three tracks which adopt a standard song format, yet complement tiie substance and
6. MU;e McGear - McGear - Paul McCartney's brother,
impression of this piece. Guest Roy Harper plays the
with help ftom the ex-Beatle, has made a nice distinctive
cynical promoter in Have a Cigar while Welcome to the
album. His average voice is more than compensated for
Machine aus another rather uncompUmentary view of
by the quirky lyrics and LiteUlgent phrasing.
the music industry.
The album is undoubtedly less commercial and cert7. John Lennon -^ Rock & RoU - Lennon haunts his
ainly not as spectacular as Moon yet I insist that In
past for some golden oldies and proceeds to bulldoze
sphit, in intentions, and In composition it compares
his way through them. Often it works, sometimes it
favourably with the best of their work. I must also men- doesn't.
tion that the cover, with Its depiction of the basic elements of the universe. Is one of the,best I've seen. In a
8: Camel - The Snow Goose - Inspired by GaUico's
long time.
short story, this album pleasantly drifts through simple
Barrett's legend arose from accounts of Uve perforchord progressions, but faUs to Impress. Ultimately
mances with Pink Floyd and from their album Piper at
rock muzak. GalUco is suing them.
the Gates of Dawn. Before'the pressures and the drugs
wrecked his psyche, before he had withdrawn compleBill Holdsworth
tely, he was coaxed into making two albums, re-released here as a double. (The originals are now coUector's
•
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you get a lot on a
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A product of Japanese electronic manufacturel
Operates on rechargable battery pack and/or AC power (both optional).or on
A A batteries for emergency operation (e.g. in examinations).
Logic System (algebraic)
Memory
1 addressable registers
2 levels of parenthesis
{hard-wired)

Display
10 digitS(//>c/.2expooenfs)
200 decade range
Trigonometric Functions
Sine, cosine, tangent
SIN;'COS-; TANi
Degrees/radians
Trigonometric Modes
decimal degrees
radians
grads
Trigonometric Conversions
Rectangular/polar
decimal degrees/deg min sec
radians, grads/deg min sec~
radians, grads/decimal degrees
Logarithmic Functions
Natural log & antilog
Common log & antilog
Exponential Functions
Squares, square roots
Raising numbers to a power
Constants
Pi tff)

Other

r/x.

Decimal hours/hrs, min. sec

Power
AC Mains/Ni-Cd pack (Optional) or AA batteries.
Big Display
Constant register for
multiplication & division
x^

TWO MAJOR EVENTS IN SPIRITUAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL

PRESIDENT LEADS
BICYCLE TOUR

DEVELOPMENT

Sunday December 7 9 a.m. • 5 p.m. in the foyer of the Mayne
Hall
Anila Ann McNeil, Tibetan Buddhist Nun and Director of the
Chenrezig Institute for Wisdom Culture, Eudlo, Queensland,
will conduct a seminar on Mahayana Buddhist teachings, philosophy and meditation.
. .
Sunday December 14 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. also in Mayne Hall
Swami Akhandananda Saraswati of the Satyananda Ashram,
Sydney and the Bihar School of Yoga, Monghyr, India, will
conduct a seminar which will include Hatha Yoga (exercises).
Kriya Yoga (meditation) Mantra Yoga (music and chanting)
and Yoga Nidra (relaxation)
Charge is $5 - Students and Pensioners.$3 - All proceeds go
to Chenre7ia Institute and the Satyananda Ashram.
Please Bring a sandwich Lunch -Teas and juices will be
provided
Enquiries - Margaret Merritt, cl- Human Movement Depart.
Connell Building or Phone 445514

The President of the Union is organizing a bicycle tour of Tasmania during
the Christmas hoUdays and is looking
for people who are similarly inclined.
Starting and finishing dates NyUl be decided by agreement between the participants but the tour wUl probably last
about a month and will start some time
in December. Those interested should
contact Brian Towler in the Union Building.

COLOUR
YOUR
WORLD
Plenty of time for surfing, swimming, sailing,
sunning, golf, riding, tennis or just do your
own thing. All you need is the drive to work
five hours a day to earn in excess of $150 pw.
Call 221 6504
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10<9bDISC0UIIT
TO ALL UNtVERSlTY STUDENTS

YOUR JEAN AND GEAR CENTRE
ALBERT STREET, BRISBANE
(Opposite The Pavilion)
INDOOROOPILLY SHOPPINGTOWN

CAMPUS

hine family tare

PHARMACY

S32 MILTON ROAD, TOOWONG

Shoppini Centre
Univenity of Oueendaml
STLUCIA
701509
Teiepbone- • •
(Intemd 6882)
PROMPT PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
AGENT FOR
PERFUMES
COSMETICS
Revion
Fiberge
CycUc
Dim
Steiner
Lanvin
Max Factor
Lancome
PHOTO FINISHING
24 H(Hif Bbck and White
Prompt Colour Setvkt.

HOURS: '
8 A.M. — o*r.M»
Monday to Saturday
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sunday

Delivery Free
On Fridays.

# . 0 ^ -

Ricks
Mouiitain
Shop

ROCKING HORSE RECORDS
ROWES ARCADE
Adelaide Street Brisbaiie

I^XAMS
CAUSE
BRAIN
DAMAGE

IMPORT RECORDS
JET FRESH FROM THE USA
Now in Stock:
Allman Bros - Win Lose or Draw

SPBOAUZED OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

Pink Floyd - Wish you were here,
Tina Turner - Acid Queen
Roy Buchanan - Livestock Focus - Mother Focus,
Leo Sayer - Another Year

For
* Mountaineering
*RockdUnbin8
•Caving
*Ovene«sTnveUen
•U^twdghtCunping.

Amon Duul II - Made b Germany
Commander Cody, Unda Rondstadt
I^tty Gritty Dirt Band
and Jethro TuU

•The set EARTH G A R D E N issues
^: :;1-10 is available at $11.00 posted :
^iTrom EARTH G A R D E N , PO Box.
254, Lithg'ow 2790, Australia.;. .L:
•\EG11-14 (1975 issues) are:$5.8d-4-'
'' posted. ./. V.\^^:t.uy-'y-'-^^. -'O'.''; >•'i-/^^

Tents, Packs. Sleeping Bags, BooU
Climbing Equipment. Ropes, Ctothing.
CALL 531 MBtoB Rd. TO«W<M«
WRITE P.O. B M 12 ToomMi 4066
Ffcoae7022WorMJ771

EXAMS.
CAUSE
BRAIN
DAMAGE

\^\SWOUU

tBLhCKLlGUTt
^/'ffiinij

Tubes from $7-24'^'H\^VN\>V^

mi Millon Road.
AUCHENFLOWER

SEE THE WIDE RANGE OF POSTERS
ON DISPLAY IN OUR
406 MILTON RD AUCHENFLOWER

CONVENIENCE STORE

BLACKLIGHT GALLERY

Glo Po/ter/

""' vMm\ I

ROWES ARCADE. EDWARD&ADELAIDE STS.. CITY.

MS

geaney's phainnacy
219
HiwkcnDrivft

pizza

lasagne

St.Lucii
neHl to St Luda Newt

AgeiUfor -

co$Mcncs
f
A
X

bdadiiW NINA RICCI.
ARnGE,JBAN D'AUERT
KODAK 4 PAQFIC AGENCY

LABOR
CARES.
IF YOU DO,
VOTE A.L.P.

spagetti
ADVENTURERS!

19 Varieties
of pizzas
Take Away
Phone 702640

Pocco
3 7 WOODSTOCK ST. I
TOOWONC

CbiHes, bedspreads,
ru^s.all nlc-nacs.

'

Instant work!
Instant Cash!
Work anywhere in the Sunshine state!
1. When and Where you please.
2. You must be 17% or over.
3. You must be "Male or Female".
4. You must be happy.
5. You must be a student.
6. You must phone 221 6504 only •
7. You must do it as soon as possible.
Call us when you can on 221 6504 Mon- Fr.i.

wmptr flofMt
«
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JUST ONE OF THE BOYS
Hiis foHowii^ article was written by a woman in a
Science Held who has personally come up against sexism
in her course, particulariy in her bid to reach higher decree status. Her article is concemed with women she has
come through tfie course with but we feel that their perceptions of themselves would mirror the attitudes of
many women at University. The writer has written generally of these indi^ual experiences because of this
but also to cover herself within her departmental structure. For this reason she wishes to remain anonymous.
Hie hierarchial nature of study and promotion at Uttiversity particularly discriminates agauist women as there
js still a common attitude of temporarily about a women's
educational ambition - she is doing It for a certain time
in her life and mainly wants something she can retum to
after a given time.
Women academics therefore may have to face a continual battle - both to achieve academic status and also
to stay there. We, as women seeing ourselves oppressed
in a 'male-defined' society are aware of the need for furtherance of educational opportunities while, at the same
time being critically aware of the pressures to limit our
perception of ourselves as women in the institution. Women must identify themselves as people, free to make
a choice as to lifestyle, wWIe at the same time being
aware of the potential for co-option by a society including University, which wants to ultimately proscube
a woman's place.
I would like to discuss prejudice towards females in
our society, not the obvious and well-known prejudices,
that are discussed in most women's groups but those of
a more subtle nature (so subtle in fact, that most women
do not realize that they exist in their own lives until the
questions have been put to them directly).
The women I am talking about are those who work/
study in an academic atmosphere. The average person
would consider that these women have already succeeded and that the usual feminine frustrations depicted by
the Women's liberation movement do not apply to
them. They are capable and have the opportunity to produce objects of worth to the community whether these
objects are of a theoretical or practical natuie. They are
not obviously at the receiving end of prejudice - however, what if a better definition of prejudice Is used - a
male's preconceived idea of how a female should think
and act in order to be feminine. This then is more appropriate to the article.
What are the psychological pressures bearing down on
a minority group (women) working in constant contact
with the majority group (men). It is trite to ask do they
remain themselves? as nobody would possibly say what
they, as a personality would have been if they had had
a different experience of life. A more pertinent situation would be to ask if they are ever conscious of being
pressured into acting a role that they know is alien to
their personality as it exists now.

SOME FACTS ABOUT WOMEN AT
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY.
Percentage of women students in certain faculties
in 1920 and 1975.
1920
1975
Arts
45.2
57.8
Engineering
0
2.7
Medicine
(no fig.)
52.8
Science
18.7
32.7
Ph. D. students
(no fig.)
19.0
Social Work
(no fig.)
72.6
It can be seen that Arts has been a traditional
faculty for women. Women except in Medicine
have been scarce in Science fields. Certain faculties have developed as being more for women the therapies, social work.
Percentage of women of total enrolments
since 1920.

1920
1950
1970
1975

29.5
16.7
32.9
40.5

Women have been on the main steadily increasing their numbers at Uni but this presence has
been slowly developed at the other level of academic life ~ teaching.

graduate years, they usually reacted similarly to both
male and female classmates. Will they follow this concept through as they mature or will they take the obvious example of their superiors, i.e., to be excessively
polite to all women even if they do not personally want
to work with that woman.
Question: Have you ever experienced job discrimination on account of your sex?
To this question most women heatedly answered that
they had not. Further questioning showed that they had
never really applied for a pennanent job as they were
still studying for higher degrees. One woman, however,
stated that at a University in another state where she had
successfully completed her Honours degree; she was told
by the head of the Department that she needn't apply
for a higher degree scholarship since, (it needed his signature), he had no intentions of signing. His reasons? "Sooner or later a woman will have children and be forced to remain in the home. From his experience, an educated woman was more frustrated by this lifestyle than
an uneducated one,"
The Head of the Department, whose actions were described above considered that a frustrated woman in the
home was the problem, his actions indicated that to his
mind the only solution was to leave the women uneducated. Uneducated - happy housewives! It is to be hoped
that he is not typical, yet how can it be that a man of
such small and mean intellect could be voted by his colleages into such a responsible, decision making position.
It is disheartening to find that in any Australian University such blatant sexism can dictate a woman's educational process.

The ladies who replied empharically that they had
never experienced job discrimination had done so be1975 BY STATUS (figures on this do not go back fore analysing they had never actually applied for a perpast 1965).
manent job. They were aware of the battle and ambition needed to succeed. To deny that a situation exM
F
ists, before putting yourself in the position to find out
whether it exists or not is irrational. It is quite underTutors
161
122
standable if you think carefully of thier position. At
Temporary lecturer
266
56
the present time their work is valued, they are treated as
Senior lecturer
270
19
equals by the majority of persons they work with. They
do
not want to tiiink about a time when they have their
Professor
97
3
Ph. D. and no prospective employer. The immediate answer when this possibility is mentioned, is usually, "Oh
Women as total percentage staff 19.4 (the
well,
1 could always do a Dip. Ed. and go out teaching."
mean would be approximately 17 for the
For
a
woman to feel secure in that she will eventually
last 10 years).
get
a
position,
she must be either exceedingly brilliant
This figure is rather disproportionate to the
or
exceptionally
optimistic. (It always helps if your fatnumber of undergraduate women. It corresponds
her
is
the
Head
of
the Department).
with the number of women doing Ph O's and
Question:
If
the
situation arose where your husband
would seem to be a fixed figure. It is most rewas
offered
a
better
job in a locality, whereyou
vealing too that women stafF are concentrated in
could
not
possibly
find
employment, what would
two vulnerable areas — tutor and temporary lecyou
do?
turer (that is, most liable to be dismissed.)
There were various answers to this proposed dilemma
but they fell into three categories.
1. We would compromise and decide on a locality
which offered us both satisfactory employment. The
- Questwn: In the work atmosphere are you conscious
fact that both could find satisfactory employment outof men as men or of each man on the basis of his perweighed an outstanding position offered for only one
sonal merits, or position.
partner.
Most of the women Interviewed stated that they con2. I would follow my husband. It is more important
sidered only a man's personal attributes such as character,
that he find an outstanding job as I could always fall
sense of humor, etc when forming an opinion of him.
pregnant, if even by accident, and then he would necesThis opmion coloured their reactions toward him in the
sarily be the main-and-only money earner.
social and work fields. Thinking further on the subject
3. If he wasn't willing to compromise ~ end of marthey realized that the men's attitude towards them was
riage.
rarely, if ever, so objective. The men displayed a wide
Over 50% of the women were fortunate to have husb. range of attitudes. One class (usually the older man) treands who would view the situation as it affected both,
ated her as a chUd (she may be in her mid-twenties).He
partners. They remainder either accepted blandly that
is always gallantly ready to help, even when help is not
the man had more right to choose, as their psychology
wanted, he seems pleasantly surprised if the woman
seemed to be dominated by the inevitability of pregnshows any above-average Intelligence, his conversations
ancy and subsequent role as mother and housewife (not
at social occasions are peurile, he seems to be protecting
necessarily accepted willingly). Some were unvrilling to
her from any harsh reality. The other class (younger man)
consider their husband's point of view and demanded
seemed to be torn between two modes of behaviour. He
to be where their quality of employment was best.
expected her to be his contemporary and was willing to
Often then I feel a sense of personal alienation - not
[ discuss theoretical, personal and political questions in
only from males who try to define and limit my acadeprivate. The conflict arose in muted company. On his
mic abilities but also from other women who feel no
side there was embarrassment m talking to her about serneed to assert themselves as women in a male-dominatious questions in the presence of other males, other femed world. It is too easy to say that we should all be judales did not embarrass him.
ged on our ability when women have to narrow their
Thefirstclass of men were clearly prejudiced. By bechoices in accord with what tiiey are likely to get and
ing much more willing to assist a fem^e, a male in this
how they are likely to be treated. I want to contribute
'class is exhibiting his belief that they need more help,
because of my training, but I also do not want to be.i.e., that are not as capable as their male contemporarcome 'one of the boys'. I want to be myself as a womies of pcrfomilng a chosen task. Their male colleagues
an and not mirror what a male 'enlightened* or not
know the women are as capable and in some cases are
thinks I should be. I do not want to be accepted in a
a little peeved by the preferential consideration.
male world because I can be like them - 1 do not accept
The Women's Liberation group would like to docusome
'male* values (as society defines them) e.g. overThe question of Uie younger men is much more difment the experiences ofwomen on campus as regards
competitiveness
and aggression. I should not have to jusficult to analyse. By virtue of their sex they are the nattheir academic position (at all levels) and we would be
tify
however
why
I, as opposed to a male, should be preural and logical successors of the older academics (in
most grateful If women could tell or write us their experpared
for
less.
most faculties other than Arts, usuaUy 100% male). Both iences. The Women's Rights Group at Union Office (our
women and men are their contemporaries but there are
room is in the Relax. Block; will take any details that
no examples ofwomen as their superiors. In their under- you would like to give.
Anonymous

NUMBERS OF WOMEN IN TEACHING STAFF
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CYCLES

PEUGEOT
^
5 speed $155
speed $170

Single q>ced $145
5 speed
$155

UEB
QEHTS LtOHTWErOHT SPORTS TOURER

PN8L40 « PN8L2a FOLD-UP TOURERS.

5 speed $155
10 speed $170

UE18
UNISEX LADIES AND GENTS
UGHTWEIQHT TOURER

AT LEAST $25 CHEAPER

HURRY/
STOCKS TILL CHRISTMAS
this is not
a PEUGEOT
bicycle
This is not a PEUGEOT bicycle
but it may well have been.
It Is a Hillman
Kangaroo bicycle and it dates from
1885, the year that PEUGEOT
started up production of bicycles
from a small factory in France.
Since 1885 they have been producing the highest quality bikes for
the world market.

•fl-KWWWWWW^
E x t e n s i v e range o(
Bike ACCESSORIES
n o w available

Only recently have PEUGEOT
started marketing bicycles in Australia but already they are grabb^^
ing a lion's share of the market
PEUGEOT is the second best
known bicycle name already.
They are available here for you
at the Union.
Models indude the
5 speed fold up bike adjustable
to suit most heights; the diamond
shape lightweight tourer; and the
unkiue cross frame bike, the Unisex lightweight tourer. Come
down to the Agency and see them
today.

PEUGEOT SPARE PARTS
AVAILABLE

UNION AGENCY
MONDAY
FRIDAY

TELEPHONE 711611
9 AM•5 PM
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Senate abolishes
Language Requirement
STUDENTS FOR GOUGH

READ A L L

The Big Callico Sign bearing the above sentiments was
stolen from the outside of the Union Building. A lot of
work and effort went into the sign which represents the
view pchit of a lot of students. The act of stealing negates the concept of freedom of speech which this country
supposedly espouses. It would be appreciated if the sign
could be returned to AUS Office.

A B O U T IT:
Endllch (aber es muss night fertig entforderlich) das
Benotig der Arte Sprache war gehalten.
Es war ein lange, lange Krieg. Schauen wir an emem
kleinen Teil des grossen Endes:
Der Antrag, fur das Benotig der Sprache zu halten,
ging durch das Faculty-Brett voruber, ging durch das
Professorial-Brett voruber, sdndem schlug (11-12) im
Senate.
Es sandte durch die Range fur klarend wieder, und
wieder ging mit einer grosseren Nummer durch das Faculty-Brett voruber. Wieder ging es durch das Professorial
Board voruber. (39 -13).
EndUch, schliesslich, zuletzt, gmg es im Senate (13-10)
voruber!! Die meisten Leute stunmte derselbe wie ehe,
aber cinige waren unglucklich well sie geschwiegen waren
und reizten viel wegen der "billigen Parliamentarich
Kunst."

TELEGRAM RECIEVED

Passed at UGM this union condemns the dismissal
of the Australian Government. Expresses solidarity
with any action taken against current Ruling
Offensive.
Philippa Fawcett College London.

DerSchluss
La fin

Vote
Taylor
for Ryan
Once again it's election time. Owing to a time
warp (or something?) we seem to go to polls
more often than we used to, which is good practice for all those 18 year old voters.
The campus is part of the Ryan electorate,
like a pimple on a Queensland blue pumpkin,
and the A.L.P. candidate for Ryan is once again
a university personality, Colin Taylor Reader
in Regional and Town Planning and Dean of Architecture. Colin came to Brisbane via Melbourne
and Scotland, and has been deeply involved in
town planning and local government issues both
here and elsewhere, giving evidence to various
Government committees of Inquiry including
the Inquiry into the National Estate and the
Fraser (no relation) Island Environmental Inquiry. Colin's wife Barbara is the A.L.P. endorsed
candidate for indooroopilly Ward in the next
Brisbane City Council election.
The next four weeks are going to be a time of
furious activity, and for anyone who feels they
would like to join the fray, after exams are over
- and thank God for progressive assessment there are tots of jobs available. Give Colin a ring
at work in Regional and Town Planning, ext.
320, or at home, ph. 370 9750 78 Orchard Terrace, St. Lucia.

AulhoHsed by campaign manager, Fleming.
I am a psychologist and I Inherited an apple orchard from i dear friend who
has, poor fellow, departed from us to be in that apple orchard In the sky.
My story might startle readers, but what 1 am about to forlell Is a true story.
Names and places have been cbangod to protect the peopto and apple involved.
It all eventuated when strolling through my newly acquired Inheritance. All
of a sudden i heard hysterical laughing and monotonous moans and groans.
Alert I ran to where tho sounds were coming from. Suddenly i was there, I
looked In all directions but could see nothing. Then I looked up and saw this
pallldlooklng apple cooing and screaming insanities. Feeling sorry tor it I used
my psychotoglst soothing voice to calm It down. With this done I grabbed a
chair and sat beneath it and began psychoanalysing It.
My first apple as a subiecll The quest had begun to clear the apple's troubles.
Days passed and weeks, gradually months, then years. Still I fought on. I even
designed a miniature couch on which It could rest Its limp body, it began telling
me Its life story: how as a young apple he had been tha same
calculating and squaring up after years of research, I came to the conclusion
that the apple, Purclval was his name, was mentally deranged. Ho was In fact a
mentally deranged applet

Student literature
attacked

OBJECTIONABLE material wot circulating
on the Queensland University campus, the
Literature Board of Review sold yesterdoy.
Some university periodicaU lacked even a
moderate literary standard, Ute board's annual
r e p o r t to Parliament
said.
Tlie board had re-

viewed many complaints
ufglng action under the
Objectionable Literature
Acts.
Parents were anxious
about the standards observed, but the board had
refrained from acting.
The univer-sity had no
Immunity, but the board
considered the univer.sity'-s place was one of
it r e a l p r i v i l e g e and
enormous responsibility.

for our commimity to
protect Itself from the
university by the use of
the powers of these Acts,
deslened only to rid
society of publications
entirely without any redeeming social value," it
said.
The report said 130
publications — mainly
hard-core pornography

— had been bannw! 4tnce
July 1 last year.
Har d-core potnosnphy still pouretf Into the
country because ot lh«
virtual abandonment ol
threshold censorship.
The number of com.
laints I'eceived by thj
oard indicated the com.
muniiy was gravely concemed.

£

130 banned
".\ny abu.se of these
privileges or dcrellcUon
of responsibility must
surely call for the attention of the university itself," the report said.
"It would be a sad day
for our democracy if it
ever became necessary

Yes, we agree. "University News" should be cleaned up. g^s.

